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The March issue of The Planetarian contains a remarkable letter from James Sharp which takes issue with your
statement in the December issue that "'Christ and
were real people .... " According to Mr. Sharp, "neither
Josephus nor Suetonius ... seem to have noticed this
alleged troublesome miracle-worker" (Christ), therefore "it
is reprehensible to present items
religious faith, i.e.
miracles, as historical fact."
I find this outburst to be rather curious, given that
Josephus does indeed have a lot to say about Jesus and his
miracle-working, both in Antiquities and in The Jewish War.
In fact, the statements by Josephus not only lend credence
to the depiction of the life of Jesus presented by New
Testament writers, but they also describe it from the viewpoint of a non-Christian. Since Josephus was in an likelihood a contemporary ·of the New Testament writers, his
statements are presumably quite independent of what is
written in the New Testament. We may take issue about the
existence of the Star of Bethlehem, but it seems ridiculous
to argue about the existence of Jesus, given the available
historical facts. This is not an issue which depends upon
religious faith.
David Turner
Department of Astronomy
Saint Mary's University
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
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accurate and affordable planetariums
Minolta Planetariums offer:
REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision mufti-element coated glass lenses provide
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

mCllrn~(~Ctln

brilliance
coverage

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens • Sound systems • Control systems
• Laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

®

Wide Screen - Productions / Systems

I:::m;WClrm industrial

N.W.

30318

351-3618 111 800-468-0988

United States Space Camp Florida
Astran ut Memorial Space Science Cent
(or: How to Run Rings Arou

Uran

)

Robert G. (Bob) Tuck, Jr.
Astronaut Memorial Space Science Center
Brevard Community College Planetarium
Brevard Community College (BCC)
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, Florida 32922
The session with the evening's flock of Space Camp That's about 15 miles north of Cocoa. It's the second site of
participants was going strong. Dozens of bright, attentive, the wildly successful program started in
eager young faces surrounded me. Heads bobbed agree- Alabama. Space Camp here gives participants intensive
ably. There were smiles at my every word. My discourses five-day sessions focused around Spaceport USA and the
had never before so enthralled a group of teenagers. My John F. Kennedy Space Center. Space Camp's intensive
every gesture brought forth a chorus of approval. Nearly program involves participants in space history, model
fifty pairs of eyes followed my movements. I explained the rocketry and mission training exercises. The YOllng;ste:rs
workings of optical telescopes" I expounded upon the scale practice microgravity experiments and undertake simulatof the solar system. I showed
principles of our gravity ed space shuttle flights. There are special awards for teams
well. It was exhilarating. It was powerful, heady stuff. It completing their assignments best. The visit to the BCe
was a milestone in my three seasons of making educational Planetarium has been an integral part of the
adventure since its inception in 1988.
presentations for Space Camp.
We set up our routine
the first few months of
Then I fell silent. A translator rendered my oration into
alien sounds and unfamiliar breathings. For, you see, no Space Camp Florida's initial operations. Within weeks we
one in my young audience had understood a
word I'd said. They
were all being very
polite about it, of course.
They were, every one
them ... Japanese.
Ok, so it wasn't a
typical evening with an
ordinary lot of Space
Camp teams. The session didn't really fit the
usual pattern we'd
established over the previous two years here at
Astronaut Memorial
Space Science Center.
Still, the episode underscored the universal
appeal and compelling
draw Space Camp has
for children world wide.
The headquarters
for U.S. Space Camp A 1/3 scale model of an Apollo Command Module displayed in our exhibit area attracts curious Space
Florida is next to the U. Campers for whom the moon landings are ancient history. Space Camp activities emphasize the
S. Astronaut Hall of Shuttle Program. Gregg Tubbs
Fame near Titusville.
I
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The session within the planetarium concludes with passing around and handling a 16-pound meteorite
from the Odessa, Texas, site. Gregg Tubbs.
were handling and dealing with team after team of youngsters. Each season since, we've worked with teams of the
Camp's participants two hours a night, up to five days a
week, March through September. Our fourth season is
now underway. Again, we expect upwards of 5,000 young
people spilling over our threshold during the next seven
months.
Figures support our expectations. Between July 1,
1989, and October 3, 1990, Space Campers came to the
Planetarium and Observatory 140 times. There were 6,423
youngsters in these groups, mostly ranging in ages
between nine and thirteen. An average of 46 children visited every night we held programs. A few nights there were
only eight; sometimes as many as 85 squeezed into the
facilities. Normally, 12 youngsters make up a team.
Groups arrive at the planetarium entrance aboard
interstate-class buses emblazoned with a bold banner proclaiming Space Camp. Camp counselors wearing blue uniform shirts and shorts herd their respective teams (usually
two each) off the vehicle. There is a preliminary lineup of
teams, a perfunctory nose-count, and a brief search for the
alligator inhabiting adjacent Clearlake. Then everyone pro-

Bob Tuck has been on the staff of the BCC Planetarium for
three years. He has worked at the Smithsonian's National
Museum of Natural History in Washington, the pre-revolutionary Iran National Museum of Natural History in Tehran,
and at small museums and science centers in Ridgecrest
California, E1 Paso Texas, and Melbourne Florida.

grievously. Youthful lips could not resist
anatomical twist to Herschel's
Too
uproariously juvenile glee soon doomed
to an ignominious end early in the
arrivals
Monday's crops of Space Ca:mD~ers are
the current week's program. These newcomers are
used to working together as teams
for
and honors among
Those
nights are on the verge of
are by that time Space Camp
sure of thE~mselves
disciplined, and
For them it's no chore
plete the evening's workbook
abou t
night's
and activities. The
of
and teamwork
us the control we need wi thin the
observatory. Space
realize their
al behavior and attentiveness earn their resnec:,thrp
points or demerits. Team
and peer pressure are
allies during the conduct of each two-hour session.
:i:'.J.<:tU.\.U:ll.1VAi

rt::"lCUJ,U."l

Space
:J{J2lS5l's
goars, and
the jfavor
Ok, so current
domain goals" rejects this

+or'h ..... .-.,·.~

other hand, consciously mimics NASA's team approach to
"missions," goals, and crew
assignments. It's part of the
flavor and rationale of the
This is a case where
to fix
...... U.I..I.lIJ.

works for us. Well ... most of
the time.
The main event in each
session is a showing of "Firefall," our popular nrI02':raln
about meteors,
and meteoroids. Presentations include question and
answer periods, time for discussions, and the passing
around of an actual meteorite. The highlight of the sessions is guessing the weight
of the meteorite.
Hands-on experience with a variety of telescopes on our rooftop observatory deck winds
During the balance of evening's activities. Space Campers also get views through our 24-inch Cassegrain or
their two-hour stay at the refractor. Gregg Tubbs.
Planetari urn, we use other
resources to entice the
youngsters into thinking about space and astronomy. A college class programs, and our
large gravity wen exhibit not only attracts coins, but makes also double as demonstration eX(lmplE~S
a discussion of Kepler's Laws more graphic. Our campus- principles of Newtonian reflectors.
We had such observatory activities 90 times ................ ~
wide scale model solar system display gives us opportunimonths
listed above. On 50 other
Florida's
ties to talk about distances in space.
power
or
'''hl.'''.'''''''rI
rious
thunderstorms,
The model solar system helps us get acquainted with
mosquito
scare
kept
us
away.
AU
told,
from
each other. With it the youngsters can relate the vast gulfs
of space between the stars to their respective distances the end of the 1990 season, we held
from home. The "earth" is but 54 feet away from our six- on 32 Sundays, 39 Mondays, 11
inch "sun." It's in the same room with them and the "sun." and 22 Thursdays.
Do our efforts make a difference for
The Hmoon" is just a tiny speck two inches from the
made a rare appearance here
When
the aurora
earth." Thus, two inches are the farthest any human being
our
telephones
off their hooks wen into the
Florida,
has ever been from home, I point out. "Pluto" is on a
night.
Most
callers
were
people and members of
power pole at the edge of the campus, less than a half mile
press,
all
frantically
information
about the unusual
away. The final astounding lesson learned is what would
One
however,
came
in long distance
celestial
display.
be the location of the next nearest scale model star. We'd
from
Illinois.
Never
that
Illinois
boasts
some of the
have to put our Alpha Centauri" in Vancouver, British
world's
finest
museums,
science
centers,
research
instiColumbia.
and
Chicago's
own
Adler
Planetarium.
tutes,
universities,
Weather permitting, everyone troops up to the
Observatory for a look through our 24-inch classical The caner wanted the facts about what was h~1n.....,on';n,...
Cassegrain (Florida's largest public telescope). Space overhead all over the country that
Campers get hands-on experience with our other tele- Memorial Space Science Center in Cocoa,
scopes after the show. Five AstroScans on separate picnic was the one unfailing authority on the . . . . ~,~,., ...
tables give team members opportunities to sweep the sky insisted.
Could this be true? The answer was
for themselves. We challenge teams to find specific objects,
usually planets, with the AstroScans. These durable tele- caller's daughter had
scopes have withstood two-and-a-half years of service in as part of her Space
our Space Camp programs. They also serve our school and ously.
1'Y\ ....... "',_.....

/I

II
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Ideler. One of the more noteworthy suggestions was that
of Stockwell (1892) (actually of the writer's own institution!) that the "star" was a moderately close approach of
Venus and Jupiter on May 8 of the year 6 B.C. Stockwell
believed the death of Herod to have occurred in 4 B.C. and
also considered only morning conjunctions. His suggestion
was roundly criticized on several grounds by Swift (1893)
who, interestingly enough, noted that Stockwell's conjunction could not have accounted for the astrologers' second
sighting. The solution to the problem came, in the writer's
view, from the discovery by Sinnott (1968) of two notable
conjunctions of Venus and Jupiter revealed in the extensive planetary tables of Tuckerman (1962). Both occurred
in Leo. The first of these was a close morning conjunction
on August 12 of 3 B.C. which Mosley (1987) has shown to
have been only about 4.3 arcminutes in separation, while
the second was an extremely close (0.5 arcminutes)
evening conjunction on June 17 of 2 B.C. Sinnott and others
have assumed that it was the second conjunction that led
to the astrologers' trip to Jerusalem, but the writer prefers
the scenario envisaged by Federer (1968), the longtime
editor of Sky and Telescope magazine, who equated the tenmonths interval between the sightings with the travel time
from the astrologers' homeland to Jerusalem.
If one accepts Federer's interpretation, then the date of
the astrologers' visit to Bethlehem can be precisely stated
to have been June 17 of the year 2 B.C. This can be true, of
course, only if a later date for the death of Herod can be
shown to be valid. But even if this is so, are we now much
closer to the date of Christ's birth? Unfortunately we are
given no definite information on the age of the "child"
when the astrologers arrived. It may be inferred, however,
from Luke's account of the parents' visit to Jerusalem to
present the child to the Lord, which could not have
occurred until at least 40 days after his birth, that this visit
must have been made before the arrival of the astrologers,
since the Holy Family apparently left for Egypt very soon
after that time.

. .. areasonab {y accurate estimate of the time
of tlie birth of Christ wou{d be in !March or
J2Lpri{ of the year 2 r:B.C.
Consequently a reasonably accurate estimate of the time
of the birth of Christ would be in March or April of the
year 2 B.C., perhaps-pure speculation-around the time
of the Lyrid meteor shower. It is difficult to put the birth
much earlier in the year in view of Luke's testimony concerning the shepherds in the fields, which seems to imply
that Christ was not born in the winter. It may be suggested, then, that the bimillenary birth date might be, say,
April 1 of the year 1999.
Two closing comments: (1) the writer has recently
shown (Observatory 111, 121) that pairs of morning and
evening conjunctions such as those described by Sinnott
are actually very common. In fact whenever a Venus-

Vol. 20, No.3, September, 1991

Jupiter morning conjunction of more than 19° elc~ng;anon
occurs, it is followed about ten months later by a
evening one. Unknown both to
and to
evening conjunction occurred on March 9 of 5 B.C. While
would be attractive to those preferring an earlier
date of Herod to assume that the 6 and 5 B.C. ",,..,.~,, ............ f·,n ..,,,,
were involved in the astrologers' visit rather than
ones, this would put the birth of Christ rather
in the
year; also it is unlikely that Herod would have been his
palace in Jerusalem in early March rather than in his usual
winter quarters in Jericho.
..:>.U'lU. ........

. .. pairs of morning and evening
sucli as those described
are
very common.

~s,..u-~g..u

And (2) it appears probable to the writer that the reason
that Luke's narrative of the Christmas story differs so
nificantly from Matthew's
not
the
astrologers, the "star," or the flight to Egypt)
be that Luke was anxious to disassociate ast:roiLoev
pletely from his account of the
of
whereas Matthew was not so sensitive on that
question can best be left to the theologians!

It may suggested; then,
the
birth date might be, say, !2Lpri{ 1
1999.
Acknowledgments
of the
I am much indebted to Professor Eldon J.
Department of Religion of Case Western Reserve
University for introducing me to some of the recent literature on this subject, and to the University Library for making many references available through interlibrary loan.
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If you are being asked to do more planetarium lessons
"across the disciplines," as I am, you are probably tearing
through an your old Planetarians and resources to come up
with them. Here's an activity I developed for math classes.
It worked wen; hope you can use it!

The following hand-out was
completed by them and their teacher
planetarium visit.
were to write
beside stars A", '13" and "C" and also
nate numbers for those three stars
section of the page. This gave
to ... ,." .... ' "', ....
JJ

Preparation
Planetarium: Celestial equator at 50 of Southern Meridian
R.A. of 5 hours at S. Meridian
block off ecliptic
block off numbers on Meridian and R.A.
Other:

several pointers
overhead markers
overhead projector
globe (optional)
1 red Graph and 1 clear Star transparency
Graph copies for each student (enclosed)
Stars copies for each (enclosed, optional)

This activity is based on the idea that the Right
Ascension and Declination designation for celestial objects
is an example of "graphing": The R.A. designations along
the celestial equator are similar to the measurements along
the "x" axis of a graph, and "declination" designations
north and south of the celestial equator are similar to the
measurements along the "y" axis of a graph.
This activity correlates with math classes to show how
astronomers use a type of graphing to describe the location
of a celestial object. It is designed to be used with classes
who are just being introduced to graphing, so could be
used at upper elementary middle and high school levels
You will use the celestial equator and meridian projection lines that come with your planetarium projector.
These two lines should match the way a simple /Ix" -axis,
"y" -axis graphs looks as much as possible. Celestial equator and Ineridian numbers should be covered (ecliptic
should be covered completely), leaving only a Ngrid" with
intervals showing. Students will be told what the intervals
marked on this "celestial grid" are (in my planetarium,
each "x" -axis number of +1, -1, etc. was 30 minutes of R.A.,
and each "y" -axis number was 5 of dec.) To set up the
planetarium, the celestial equator should cut the southern
meridian at 50° S, and R.A. of 5 hours should touch the S.
meridian. (This is simply for viewing ease; this intersection
matches "0,0" co-ordinates of graphing).
I
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so that the mt,ersecaxis shown
dome is
seen. Lead-in discussion in the pl,lnE~ta]-lUm
should relate to
of
had
review the fact that
locate
on the earth. Other
local grid systems used
addresses from a <:'-I-"",',",,,,,rr

ClY<",rnlnll:>C

examine
have written for Stars
First review what
for some reason, this was not
C the day before.
the
you can do it with them now,
them to work with you to determine the co-ordinates
placing them on their paper as you
them on
head.} Then dim the overhead
and
tarium stars. Pick a
star and elicit
"How does an astronomer in one
who observes
thing
about that star let an astronomer
city know which star he is
about?"
Then add the celestial
two lines which
to
"'AC'"",,",",,,

II

II

bright stars. Give pointer to students to show it. Then ask
them to find "Star B", then "C".
Star "A" is Mintaka (1,0); Star liB" is Procyon (-3, +1);
Star "C" is Aldebaran (+3, +3); Star liD" is Rigel (+2, -2),
Star NE" is Pollux (-3,
and "F" is Sirius (-1, -3), Note: I
rounded off coordinates to nearest whole
try
these in your planetarium ahead of time to get the best
approximation.
show them Star "D," and ask them to figure out
its coordinates on the /Ix" and "y" axes. Tell them you are
going to turn up the lights long enough for them to place
that star on their graph, label it liD", write its coordinates
it and also in the space provided in the lower righthand corner. Tum up lights. Walk around to see if they're
getting the idea. Lights down; do star liE", then "F" the
same way, turning down lights while they figure out the
coordinates and turning up the lights while they place
them on their graph.
As each star is plotted, walk around and assist.
Now work on the section of lower left side of the paper.
Lay the enclosed star and constellation overlay on top of
the grid on the overhead projector. Shift the constellation
overlay counterclockwise until Stars A-F on the grid match
the 6 stars on the constellation overlay, as designated
above. Mintaka has already been done to give you a starting place for placing the overlay. Note: I never did get the

name overlay to fit the
exactly,
and were able to figure out the names
stellation.
Lead the students to realize that star names are "..v... H£),....
in lower case
and constellation names in LKJl.u ....."'..
terse have them
name and constellation
A" through "F"
the star and '-Vjll.;;:o~,'-"AQ1!,"V'"
names in the lower left-hand comer of the sheet.
One of the teachers who used this <:> ....
U10ll2;tlt
extension
students had to
other stars in a
graphing words). To assist in this
dent a copy of the . . ...,,, ........_JL" ........ v· ...
they put both sheets
stars they were to show.
This activity was
math students who were
ing. If the ability level
might bring in the "real"
Ascension and
in which case
ity would
be an introduction. If you decide to
pUJrcnase a SCI Constellation Chart
II

lI"nrlliC"<T

(Graphs follow on the next two
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Planetarium Educati
A Review of the Lit ra

III
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re

Robin Riordan
Perkins Observatory
P.O. Box 449
Delaware, Ohio 43015
Introduction

The earliest example of a static planetarium dates back
to Anaximander in the 6th century BCE. The Farnese
Globe, circa 75 BCE, is perhaps the finest representation of
this artistry. Globes of this era were usually marble
spheres with the figures of the constellations, and the sun's
path carved on the surface. Many globes also contained the
celestial equator, the tropic of Cancer, and the Tropic of
Capricorn. An early dynamic model appeared in the late
17th century in the form of the Orrery. This devise consisted of a series of globes which represented the sun and the
planets. Each globe was supported by a rod and all were
interconnected with a series of gears which would tum in
such a way that the motions of the planets were simulated.
The first example of the modern planetarium, the GoUrop
Globe, was constructed between 1644 and 1664. This
instrument was a large copper sphere, approximately
twelve feet in diameter, which would permit ten people to
sit inside at a given time. Stars and the constellations were
painted on the inner surface of the sphere and illuminated
by a candle placed in the center of the sphere. The entire
sphere was rotated by means of water power. A variation
of the Gottrop Globe was developed in the eighteenth century by Roger Long, professor of astronomy at Cambridge
University. This device differed from the Gottrop Globe in
that stars were created by means of holes punched onto
the surface of the dome and illumination was provided
from the exterior of the globe rather than the interior.
Shortly before World War I Carl Zeiss began working on
the design for the planetarium as we commonly know it
today. In 1924 the first Zeiss planetarium became operational. During the period from 1928 to 1946 the design of
the Zeiss planetarium underwent development and
improvemen ts were added. During this time six Zeiss
planetariums were constructed in the United States.
Although the planetarium was considered a marvelous

This article represents a preliminary literature review conducted by Robin Riordan in preparation for his Ph.D. dissertation. Robin is pursuing his Ph.D. in Science
Education/Astronomy at The Ohio State University, where he
is also involved in variable star research at Ohio WesleyanOhio State Universitys' Perkins Observatory.
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instrument its cost prohibited wide distribution. Armand
Spitz, in 1947, launched the next stage of
of
the planetarium. Spitz became the "Henry
the
planetarium industry (Smith, 1974). He made it u<Je;''''...
for every school to afford a small
mid
fifties over 150 Spitz planetariums were installed in
schools. During this period of technological
philosophy of planetarium usage was emerging.
the European view of the planetarium prevailed. This was
a view of the planetarium as an educational tool, useful for
the dissemination of astronomical knowledge. But after the
introduction of the Spitz planetarium
educational
possibilities were being considered, especially
the
United States. The planetarium was being used as a teaching aid in astronomy, geography, mathematics, and other
physical sciences. Imaginative teachers found uses for the
planetarium in illustrating concepts of art, literature, history, philosophy, and psychology (Smith, 1974). It was soon
discovered that the planetarium could put on shows that
were interesting to the public, and with increased
interest, higher revenues became available for the host
facility. Thus, the emergence of a new
of the
planetarium programing: the p12metal°1U1TI
than a lecture.
During the late fifties and early sixties changes
the
American science curriculum began to emerge. The
National Defense Act of 1958 and the
and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 added large sums of
money to education. New curriculum projects were initiated. Attention began to shift to the social utility of education. In the 1960's Unified Science was born, stressing the
broad ideas common to all sciences (Bishop, 1977). The
planetarium and the American educational system were
seen to have identical functions in providing educational
opportunities for the whole community in three areas:
1) To make people aware of social and scientific values;
2) To give every individual the opportunity to rio'uolnn
according to his talent and interest;
3) To create an attitude of responsibility and
behavior which contributes to a
changing society. (Sunal, 1977)
for the Great Lakes
Rod Thompson (1987),
Planetarium Association, states that students should be
introduced to astronomy as both a body of knowledge and
as a process. The astronomy curriculum should include
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topics from:
1. Visible objects: sun, moon, stars, planets, meteors,
comets
2. Aspects of time
3. The solar system
4. Stars
5. The Universe
6. Astronomical tools
Thompson maintains that each of these curriculum elements can be enhanced with the utilization of the planetarium.
1. Learning Theory

rightness or leftness of another star win not be able to
identify that star after some amount of diurnal motion.
d) Children are incapable of
different
spectives with another concept, such as motion.

Implication:
Children win have difficulty
motion as perceived from the earth
in
space.
Children over 11
a) Concepts of enonnous distance and time are formal
operations. Children below the formal stage can
rot figures concerning astronomical times and
tances but can not comprehend them.

Implications:
The effectiveness of the planetarium as a
teaching/learning device is yet undetermined. In order to
test its effectiveness educators must first develop lessons,
presentations, and testing that is sensitive to the various
stages of cognitive development of the students.
Many astronomical concepts are abstract in nature and
therefore not appropriate for introduction to children who
are still in the pre operational and concrete operational
stages of development. Jeanne Bishop (1976) provides an
outstanding linkage between Piagetian theory and its
application to planetarium topics. Consider the following
stages and their associated limitations.
Children less than seven:
a) Unable to organize thoughts of time, motion, space,
nor able to comprehend simultaneously moving
objects which are advancing at different rates.

Implications:
Unable to identify or draw succession of lunar phases.
b) Are in various stage of shape identification. A child
of five can distinguish circles from rectangles.

Implications:
Constellation identification would not be appropriate
since it requires a command of shapes beyond simple circles and rectangles.
Children 7-12
a) Learn primarily from inference rather than deductive
logic.

Implication
Children can not deduce which way the earth is rotating based on observation of the apparent motion of the
sky.
b) Children can distinguish hexagons and crosses. They
are also capable of copying two dimensional models
but some are unable to correctly perceive distances
between objects.

Implications:
Children can begin to work with constellation identification and reproduction. Drawing activities would be
helpful in developing distance relationships.
c) Most children do not comprehend the correct relationship of left and right as dependent on the way
one is facing.

Implication:
A child who learns a star's position with respect to

Vol. 20, No.3, September, 1991

At this stage one can begin to deal with the more complex ideas of astronomy which
large distance time
relationships.
b) Children have developed a feeling for scale and
portion. They begin to be able to relate to an
abstract frame of reference.

Implications:
One could expect use of star charts and identification of
objects with respect to standard coordinate systems.
c) Children become able to coordinate shadows cast
three dimensional objects.

Implication:
Topics relating to eclipses can be approached.
Not only are the individual stages of cognitive
ment important to bear in mind as we consider ........,. .
ing for children, but the fundamental processes of
lation and accommodation are critical for ...... .-1""... "' .. """,+;...,,,..,.
how children possess naive theories and how these theories can be modified to be more complete and consistent
with empirical reality.
Schatz (1976) considers how one can take
cognitive dynamics to affect change in intellectual
n-w•..,. .....,

Before considering specific ways of incorporating the
idea of stages of reasoning into the teaching of astronomy, we need also to consider the process by which individuals move from the use of concrete reasoning
terns to the use of formal reasoning patterns. This process, called self regulation, occurs when an individual
interacts with and makes observations of his/her environment. Briefly, self regulation progresses as follows:
The manner in which individuals interact with their
environment is directed by their reasoning patterns. As
long as their present reasoning patterns produce a satisfactory interpretation of experience, the reasoning patterns remain unchanged. Mental equilibrium is maintained. However, when behavior is contradicted or complexities are encountered, reexamination of approach
and understanding is required. (p. 9)
In order to provide students with interaction and
ration opportunities, the planetarium can be utilized in a
participatory oriented fashion. It provides an excellent
mechanism for entering phase I of the Karplus
Cycle, that is, concept exploration. Schatz (1976) details
this participatory approach as it is implemented at the
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Lawrence Hall of Science.

three
the course of
also notes that transfer is
la"" ........
and f"act-' ....

2. Research

r'lO'

Impllcat:lOllS from
examined how a combination
I"'.,...'nl"'c' ....... f"11.ct-,....... ;·nn- affects the
"'''',,.'''','''',.... in a
The treatments included instruction in a
with the sub..... rc'''''''''''f-e'ri with and without advance
and in combination and a control
treatment in
neither of these
mediators
were used. The four treatments were
to students
in three academic tracks. There was no
difference between the effects of the
method versus
the advance
but the most effective "' .....·". . ...r'\"''"'i''>
the use of a combination of advance or~~arUZlers
Novak
found evidence of advance ors;aruz1ers
h",,,'..nr'r been
for
levels of student clusin biology.

O'

those found in the test items.
Reed and Lamr'bE~l1
son of the ..... !~'nCl.f-"' ..... ,1'rn .........,..."..... "',"'141

ClassroomlPlanetarium Research

activities with the
and those students experiencing
only the
program.
In one of the early studies of the effectiveness of the
~~~_}'-._ Reed (1973) compared the effectiveand the classroom chalkboard and
speClt1c astronomical I"'.,...",1"''''..... f-'''
Reed used forty five stuscience course at West Chester
State College.
students were assigned to the
tarium treatment group and the
students were
to the chalkboard globe group. Each group was
presented with material
the daily and annual
motion of the stars, planets, moon, and sun. Both
were treated with the same teacher. At the r"nlY11""1,1",f-'lnn
the presentations the students were tested on their knowledge of celestial motions. The instrument consisted of
•• "',o ....
six items that addressed the
domain.
Content
was established by a
of "'v .... "' ... t-'"
from astronomy and
science.
was
measured using the Kuder Richardson 21 test. This reliability was uncomfortably
KR21=.56. Reed concludes
that there is a difference in the attainment of certain behavioral objectives with respect to the two methods of presentation with the results favoring the chalkboard globe
group.
Reed offers some discussion of what UIJIJ'-'CU
counter intuitive result. The students in
presentation were not permitted to ask
the students in the chalkboard globe

test was administered
a tely after trea tmen t and the
and twelve weeks.

-::Or'l.ot"'Ml11t"1t11

............." " ' •• h

O' ...£'\l1 ..... C

f·"
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results of

ods. Based on the results of this study Reed and Campbell
recommend that, The planetarium teaching situation
should be used in conjunction with the chalkboard-globe
teaching situation. The combined teaching situations
should provide the optimum teaching situation." (Reed
1972, p. 374).
Reed (1973) devised another study to test the
Hons that arose from this study. The formal research
lem of the study was:
Is the planetarium, when used in combination with a
celestial globe and classroom chalkboard, a more effective teaching situation than the celestial globe and classroom chalkboard teaching situation in the teaching of
selected astronomical concepts in terms of the immediate attainment and retention of specified cognitive
behavioral objectives and the attainment of specified
affective behavioral objectives.
This reformulation of the previously tested question
was a major development in the evolution of research in
plame'tmiUlm education. Attention is now being focused on
role and effectiveness of the planetarium, not as an isolated tool, but as a part of a larger learning environment.
This study seeks to compare the difference between the
effectiveness of a combined planetarium/ chalkboard/ celestial globe approach and an approach using
only chalkboard and celestial globe. The null hypotheses
for the study are:
Ho 1: There is no difference in the attainment of the
cognitive behavioral objectives between the two
teaching situations as measured by the Selected
Astronomical Principles Test part II.
There is no difference in the attainment of the
affective behavioral objectives between the two
teaching situations as measured by the Selected
Astronomical Principles Test part II.
The research design reflects that of Reed's 1972 study. It
is a post test only control group design with randomized
The Selected Astronomical
Test served as the post test and was administered to a randomly selected
of the control and
groups immediately after the treatment and the other
after eight weeks. One hundred and sixty four students
were involved in the study. Results of the cognitive behavioral objectives were analyzed by the Student's t distribution while the affective domain behavioral objectives were
tabulated as frequencies. The results of the study do not
the existence of a significant difference between
two learning situations in the attainment and retention
of cognitive
An analysis of the affective behavioral objectives showed large similarities and few differences between the two learning situations. This is in conmany supporters of the
trast to contentions made
tarium as an effective means of affecting interest
vation.
It is
that in a
number of studies Soroka
(1967), Wright (1968), Tuttle (1967), Rosemergy (1968),
Reed (1970), and Smith (1966) the conclusion drawn when
comparing the
with the classroom chalkboard
/I

ing in
'cue' theory when
in the same sU1IToundulgs
as that in which the instruction was
do better than one tested in a different
In their study, Dean and Lauck selected two
classes, each
four students.
class was taught three consecutive lessons
with
al astronomy in the
the chalkboard and celestial
The
C'ni-'i-..........

t was
cating a

and

to have a value of
difference between the
It should be noted that the seven tasks

researchers tend to test for COlnCf'nt
careful about F, ....., .....
F,
JlUAll.L.< ......

F1"1Inl"'1nloC

l"alrtlc:ipat()rv

Oriented Research

devised an OV~"\D1"lIrn,"'n.
Science Exhibits.
ly with the Dlanet:arl1
bility for the .... ""~h"..'
ment to have
....""0"'",.'"..,.

..... ..,.

f"1"","nci',o .. ",

the visitors'
the accessible aSt)eclts

OJvY'II'r' ..... rr

I..-J".-X-:Jl:U.

TrII~,,;:tt:l>'F\T

three
goals were identified:
1) to increase the visitors'
astronomers use several kinds of ",...,oni-.i-".r"' instruments
2) to develop visitors'
skills that will
enable them to use
successfully
to increase the visitors' interest in
more
about
and ast:rOlnOlmv
The exhibit consists of several teles(:otJes at several stations at which the visitor
in activities such as:
count the number of stars in a star field
c) discover the effect that
ness
discover the effect of mc;lgIllltH:atllon on field of view
e) locate
in the telleS(~OPle
f) use an attached

students who receive a
treatment.
There is no difference in
and
toward

v~ ........ ,_ ... '"

tarium session the ............
1) define the tenn cmlst~~l1.;:ltlCm
nected t0f2~et11er
-1-.,.... ""' .... 14>-1-'"

was selected for their study to
to the kinds of la"" ...n" ....
were
The half of the visitors who visited the star games exhibit were contrasted with the half that
visi ted the other exhibits, The total number of ..... "" ...h,... '"..""" .... f-,,
was N=138.
the exhibit all
both

3)

a
on a star map
demonstrate the

related to telescopes
was then
the
and the Focus Time ,J"r.. "'r.,ro
each student was allowed to submit a choice for a
Raffle Prize.
the
choices in the raffle were
"""f-.... n''',..,,''YII'r and
Thus, the
.n"'[Yanf-n.l'''I:r Data from
t:>Vlr'1<Pl"'Pl"1r"P

t

test.
scores for the
UStar Games" visitor and those who did not have the
Ar'1.r.r,rtl'ln"lt'l.1 to visit the
a sl~~ijric(lnt
found at the a=.Ol level. When the
results
rc>c.'I"""\C>'"''' to age and
other signifGirls who visited the exhibit
'ari slg;rut"lCalntlly better than the
who had not
visited. The results of the Focus Time Procedure showed a
significant main effect. The results of the Raffle Choice did
not show any significant difference across groups. The
only
difference to appear with respect to age
concerned the activity, "How Many Stars Can You Count".
As one would expect, older children
better on
this task.
In the study conducted by Mallon and Bruce (1982) a
comparison of a Participatory Oriented Planetarium program and the traditional star show was conducted. Four
hypotheses were examined:
Hol: There is no difference in student pre treatment
and post treatment test scores on selected astronomical concepts.
There is no difference in the achievement level of
students who receive a Participatory Oriented
Planetarium
and the achievement of
""'£">?'fl""'!, ........
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sions of the
a=.001 to a=.OOO1. The conclusion
the
Oriented Planetarium .......r' ........" .......
method
,pthPlr"t"I"UO

astronomical ,..,n...." ...
oped for the
There is no difference
students who .... /..
n".... .. '"

II-/"'.·H....'-'-

is no interaction between
used to
a
time when the students
ment.

H o3: There is no interaction between the two methods

used to present a planetarium program and
whether the program is presented for the first or
second time.
A twenty item test was developed to measure retention
of cognitive knowledge. Eight of these multiple choice
and the remaining twelve questions
items were
were recall.
validity was established by a panel of
judges and the reliability determined through a pilot
study. Unfortunately, no information concerning the
details of the reliability are provided by the author.
Planetarium directors from the southeastern United States
were invited to participate. Of those responding, eight
were selected at random. From a list of classes that were
scheduled to visit these eight planetariums, two classes
were selected at random to be exposed to the participatory
program and two classes randomly selected to be exposed
to the traditional program. Each planetarium director
received a script with related materials and instructions
needed to teach the participatory and traditional programs
using the same astronomical concepts for both. They also
received copies of the test designed to measure achievement. Each class was tested immediately after the program
presentation and then again after four weeks. The participatory group was physically involved in marking the rising and setting points of the sun on the planetarium dome
for different seasons. The results of the study indicated:
1) No significant difference exists between the participatory and lecture-demonstration programs with
respect to student total score, recall score, and application score.
2) No significant difference was found between the participatory and lecture-demonstration groups with
respect to time. participatory and lecture-demonstration programs and whether the program was presented for the first or second time.
Since there was a lack of standardization of presenters
in this study, instructor interaction may be a factor in the
outcome of this study.
Focused Research

More recent research has begun to focus on specific
learning factors with respect to planetarium efficacy rather
than examining more general and vague comparisons.
Mark Sonntag conducted two studies, Sonntag (1988) and
Sonntag (1989), in which he examines the spatial ability in
the context of astronomical phenomena. Spatial ability can

be defined as one's ability to mentally juxtapose, manipulate, and
rotate an object and to create structures in the mind from written or verbal directions (Sonntag, 1988). The purpose of
Sonntag's 1988 research was to answer the following questions:
1) What is the status of spatial ability and knowledge of
concepts related to the motions and phases of the
moon of perspective elementary school teachers.
2) Is a combination planetarium/laboratory teaching
method effective in
and

experimental instructional method included plalnetar'imn
lecture/ demonstration, a limited celestial
and a lunar position
It is
plame~taliUlm
recognize that the effectiveness of
being compared to an alternative mE!th()d.
ply examines the effectiveness of the ..... 1", ..... ,."-1-"',,.... .,......
ment as a means of
about ""h~''''''''r'''
ties and
lunar
changes being considered with ...oc.nol~t
gender, and enrollment as a science or non science
Differences between
ability pre and
for the
did not show a statls1:lcaH
between lunar motions pre
nificant increase.
did show a
and post test scores for the
highly significant increase.
....v . . . . . ''''''I. . that the
results of this research does not SUDDlort
tarium and laboratory lessons with
school teachers.
Sonntag followed
which he allotted more time for lat~oratc.rv ..... c·~"" ........",...""
using celestial cnl.... a ...·a , ... r,,"''';:' l;:,c)nrttail!,
groups in this follow
were more helterloe:~~n(~OtlS
which
the
to access .....n."rI\.-' ... ri'ith"...a·nl"'£~c!
The
matter of the instruction included ............. ,,"".....
related to the Earth's rotation and orbital motion
effects on observed diurnal motion and seasonal ch;;mg:e.
As with the ........'''.. ''',....:.
AJ.l\..'l.JlII.....I.l,

U;;;C;

£'0

4-'"

pi,me!ta11Ulm demonstraability indicated that
tion. Pre test measures of
difference across geIld(~r
there was a
as
to non science
the treatment the students were
tested. Post test results indicate that there is no slg:nitilcaIlt
difference between males and females and no Slg:nU:lc,mt
difference between science majors and non science
The females and the non science ........ ',,;"'..,., n,U:n,..,,I.',,u,,lwF ··c:atle:rat
up" to the males and the science "......r';n~.'"
study would indicate that there is a dltteflen(:e
ability between males and females and science
non science majors and that
scores can be
eX1DO~;UI'e to hands on
and
T n , " " " . ."..,
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the planetarium. Of course, any question of the efficacy of
the planetarium alone remains unanswered. Indeed, the
question of the planetarium in isolation may be a moot
question, for it, like many other learning modalities, may
not function well in isolation but is effective only in concert with other approaches.
Tuttle (1965) conducted a comparison of the effects of
utilizing a planetarium for astronomy instruction on the
spatial visualization and orientation of sixth grade students. A significant difference in student achievement was
found when the planetarium was used for instruction.
Significant student achievement in three dimensions was
noted with the experimental group, while little significance
was noted with respect to two dimensional spatial relations.
Other Research
Interest and concern for intervening and confounding
variables began to emerge in the study of planetarium
research which became evident in a statement by Robert
Ridky (1975).

All the major planetarium research studies involved
taking the students into the planetarium and teaching
them specific content objectives. The planetarium group
was then compared with a classroom group taught the
same content objectives. At no time was an orientation
to the function of the planetarium facility given to the
group instructed in the planetarium ... planetarium personnel have indicated that any "mystique effect" that
may be present must be overcome before instruction can
be successful. The planetarium "mystique effect", if
existent would be an important variable to consider
when researching the instructional effectiveness of planetariums (p. 505).
Ridky pursued this thought by conducting a study of
the mystique effect. In this study two sections of eighth
grade students (N=52) were randomly assigned to treatment groups. One group was given an orientation session
intended to familiarize them with the construction and
operation of the planetarium. The second group received
no orientation. Both groups were presented with a program dealing with diurnal motion. Unfortunately, Ridky
does not elaborate on the nature of the presentation, that
is, participatory, inquiry, lecture-demonstration. Before
and after the presentation the two groups of students were
administered the Daily Motion Concepts Test. This forty
item instrument, which was extensively used during the
evaluation of the Earth Science Curriculum Project, was
broken into even-odd parts to provide for alternate forms
for the pre post testing. Analysis was conducted by means
of the Student t test. The difference between the two
groups was statistically significant to a=.05 level and the
direction of the difference indicated that the orientation
group situation was superior to the non orientation situation. Over 40% of the variance of the post test scores could
be accounted for by the orientation session. These results
support the claims that a mystique effect is in operation
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which can significantly affect the attainment of . .
~
objectives.
An investigation of the relative effectiveness
different approaches to teaching of a college
cation astronomy laboratory was conducted
(1970). The methods investigated were the
approach, the enquiry approach, and the lecture-demonstration approach. Neither approach was found to be
rior in terms of student achievement and retention
astronomy concepts. The enquiry
was found to
gained the most in terms of critical
knowledge, and subject preference.
of
Generalization derived from the
(1976):
1. The planetarium experience can ...............,.,. . . student
formance in most, if not
of the
etarium educators.
2. Research does not support the use of traditional
to . . . . . . . . '-'" ......,.....
visit planetarium unit. With
on objectives more can be done in
son.
3. As part of an instructional unit, a plame'taIlmm
is as effective as a classroom lesson
same objectives in changing student nO'l"fIf'\11"1"ln~nl"O
the cognitive and process-skill areas. The benefit
planetarium lesson to a student
ing change in the affective area, if any area.
4. Effective strategies for producing greater student
formance than traditional planetarium use are
bined planetarium-classroom instructional
of the planetarium for remedial
visits
uled later in the classroom unit, and orientation
its.
5. Student differences and strategies which do
appear to be important in
in
mance in a planetarium lesson are sex of the ~'[UlUI;;~n{,
IQ, reading and mathematics
and
tarium or follow-up exercises (p. 348).
V
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3. Methods
Effective utilization of the plcme~taI'lUlm
ning and development. It requires coordination between
the classroom teacher and the planetarium instructor.
Students do not enter the planetarium
The
classroom teacher, with the assistance of
instructor, involves the total class in acquiring skills
attitudes which are necessary to maximize
that
can be gained in the planetarium. Preparation that can be
carried out in the classroom should be dealt with in the
classroom; concepts that can best be
in
etarium should be dealt with there (Heyde,
Bonham's (1967) interpretation of Pia get' s

mental growth is similar to a biological process
organizational structures develop by assimilating
into further mental structures. The richness of the Ort'101"1'On/~O
which a learner is exposed appears to have a direct rellztir-m
rate of his cognitive development (Heyde, 1972, p.
The Planetarian
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can
an
ment in which the learner can
lr!e,nh,f"Y,nO' lisltenm~:?:, verifying, and n"1I£"\rhh.nna
relates the Madison
Public
Schools model of levels of quality instruction as it relates
to the
and the
classroom. The lowest level of
reflected in a program in which the plcme'tallmn
uled for every student in the district once a year. The lesson to be
would be the same for all students at
all
levels. The
instructor would be an
would not allow the pmrtlc1P,ltlcm
of the class in the selection or planning of activities. The
second level of instruction outlined by
would be
characterized
certain grade levels
selected
because of the
curriculum and appropriate levels
as a better
of the learners correlate with the
place for the content to be studied. The benefits of the second level is that decisions and strategies have been developed by the planetarium instructor for lessons for a speciflevel. The classroom teacher would still be the
""11'~hr\1"1tliT with no interaction with the planetarium staff.
The learners would have no opportunity to select problem
areas within the overall unit of study. The third level for
the
a planetarium education program is similar to the second level except it is more selective. Through
a
committee problem areas are developed into
which offers suggestions and alternative activities
a
for the classroom teacher and class prior to and after the
Time is provided for the planetarium instructor to visit with the class before the presentation. The planetarium instructor becomes a resource person who facilities interaction and the flow of ideas from the class and
teacher. The fourth level allows the planetarium instructor
to serve as a resource person to the classroom teacher durthe
stages, the actual lessons, and the culmination of the unit of study. For each group of students or
classes the amount of time needed to spend on an activity
might differ. The
the teacher, and the planetarium
instructor participate in this decision making. To accommodate a fourth quality of instruction the planetarium
must operate on a flexible schedule. The fifth level of quality instruction is the highest level. At this level there is a
complete interaction of teachers, students and planetarium
staff. Such a level allows for team teaching and facilitates
an interdisciplinary approach.
rf'-"'"nl""",...

4. Modelfor

.... ll""• .."UlJl..F.

and process skill areas
for
test instruments as indicated
test data in terms of the model
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Edward F. Albin
Jim Cherry Memorial Planetarium
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
Introduction
Since the beginning of the space age, tens of thousands
of fascinating photographs of the planets have been gathered by robotic space probe. Some of the best images have
slowly filtered into the public domain over the years.
However, with the advent of new digital technology, the
vast majority of these pictures are becoming accessible,
even to the planetarian on a tight budget.
The Cherry Planetarium of Fembank Science Center has
taken advantage of this situation and is developing a planetary image library of its own. Individual images of the
planets are stored on digital imagery disks and can be utilized in planetarium shows. Not only do you save time
and money, but you gather the best photo for the scene as
well. But obtaining the picture is only half the fun. Once
the desired image is retrieved, the planetarian can manipulate it in many ways. There are digital image processing
programs which alter the original picture quite drastically.
CD-ROM's: Planetary Images for Everyone
Countless photographs have accumulated since the
beginning of the space age, but only recently have they
become widely available. The situation certainly has a lot
to do with recent progress in digital storage technology.
Over the past few years NASA has taken advantage of a
new kind of storage technology, the CD-ROM (Compact
Disk - Read Only Memory).
These disks, only 4.72 inches across, can store up to 680
megabytes of data. Developed in the early 1980's by
Phillips and Sony, CD-ROM disks utilize the same type of
storage format as CD audio disks. Image data is recorded
on a three-mile spiral track of small pits in a plastic substrate. A gallium-arsenide laser beam reads the tracks.
Thousands of pictures are placed on a single disk, and they
can be displayed and analyzed using one of the IBM
Personal Computer families (and compatibles) and
Macintosh II computer systems. To take full advantage of
the system's graphic capabilities, we recommend displaying images on a VGA monitor. Although the storage life of
CD-ROM disks is rated at about ten years, several industri-

Edward Albin received his master's degree in planetary geology from Arizona State University. He joined Fernbank
Science Center's staff three years ago where he is an instructor of astronomy and producer of planetarium programs. He
was previously planetarium curator for the Louisiana Arts
and Science Center.
I

al experts suggest a 40 year life span.
Since disks are mass produced
cost is
two to three dollars per copy), they can be obtained
ctelpertctrelatively small cost or sometimes free
ing upon the nature of your institution. Contact
National Space Science Data Center
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
for details cmlce~mlng
availability and price. CD-ROM
Uranus, and Neptune have been OH'UUlCt!4;J.,
thousands of images of each planet ~lTIlclwamlg V'·'V~"h'>
planet, rings, and moons). NASA's Planetary Data ....·uc::h:"'"""
is currently working on disks for Venus and Mars.
planetary explorer missions will most probably
CD-ROM format for storing important data
opening them to all interested persons, m(~lU(lm,g
educators and planetarians.
Hardware and Software Requirements
Before getting started, three more items are ne1cessarv
in addition to the disk themselves. They are a
reader, CD-ROM software, and the
Program.
Without a CD-ROM reader it is impo:ssilole
images on disks. Readers (drive and interface
be purchased for $800 dollars and
CD-ROM . . "''''1""1'''".. '''
are less widely available for Macintosh COlmp~utlers
they are for the IBM Personal Computers and COlnp'atlbles.
Check with your local computer vendors for reconlm,en(::I.ations of popular CD-ROM drives. NASA's
""i-"' ..... ,
System highly rates the Hitachi and Toshiba
and
should be noted that the Toshiba XM-3201 drive can
Macintosh, or Sun cmnDutE~r
used with either an IBM
In addition, software support is needed for
ROM reader: a device driver for the CD-ROM reader
ten by CD-ROM
and the Microsoft Extension
(request version 2.1 when ordering a drive). For Macintosh
ISO 9660/High Sierra "',... ..... ,"' ...""
users, you must
from Apple.
The Image Display Program (IMDISP) was de'V'elc)DE~
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute
the
of Technology, and it is also available
Space Science Data Center (address given above). With
software and CD-ROM reader, the op1erator
and manipulate photographs at
about, contrast stretch, create false color Imiige~s,
more).
!oJ!"'·...

::;er)ternb(~r
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Getting Images on the Dome
With CD-ROM disks in hand and the necessary operational equipment and software, the next vital question is
how can these images be used in planetarium shows?
There are at least three way to do this.

Maps and Atlases of the Planets
To supplement pretty pictures, you can purchase printed maps of the terrestrial planets (showing place names,
geology, topography, etc), and they can be obtained for a
reasonable price. Write the United States Geological
Survey (Mail Stop 306, Branch of Distribution,Denver
Federal Building, P.O. Box 25286, Denver, CO 80225) for
ordering information and prices.
There are at least four kinds of maps: photomosaic,
shaded relief, topographic, and geologic. The photomosaic
map is little more than a collage of pictures, individual
images taken over a large geographic region that have
later been assembled, like a big puzzle, into one map.
Shaded relief maps (usually produced by airbrush artwork
techniques) are based on photographic evidence observed
from single frames or photomosaics. These maps generally
show place names and structural features. After the shaded relief map is complete, it is then possible for the cartographer to overlay lines of topography from data collected
by altimeters on board the spacecraft, further detailing the
final product. However, the most detailed map is the geologic map. It shows all of the above plus the distribution of
surficial geological units including, but not limited to, volcanoes, lava flows, channels, faults, cratered terrain, basin
deposits, and so fourth.
Maps have been produced for most explored terrestrial
bodies. Several photographic atlases of the planets, including the Moon, Mercury, Mars, and the satellites of Saturn,
have also been published. An atlas of pictures is no substitute for CD-ROM image disks, but it can be quite handy
for quick reference. Atlases also contain many of the best
and most useful images of terrestrial bodies. They are
available from the United States Government Printing
Office (Washington, D.C. 20402).

Lunar Orbiter Photographic Atlas (NASA SP-206)
Atlas of Mercury (NASA SP-423)
Atlas of Mars: The 1:5 Million Map Series (NASA SP-438)
Voyager 1 and 2 Atlas of Six Saturnian Satellites (NASA SP474)

the digital image to a 35mm slide is to process
and
photograph the computer monitor. A camera mounted
a tripod, set at an appropriate distance, will
useful
results. The final setting and exposure will depend on
equipment, and we recommend much trial an? error
tography to determine what works best. Thls ~,-"'-.AU'A'--I'4'
readily yields desired slides with minimal
Currently, this how we have made use of these vast
warehouses.
A second way to get those images onto the dome
involves considerable cash outlay. Video slide
readily convert a monitor image into a slide. We have
investigated purchaSing such a unit, but the cost
thousand dollars) seems prohibitive at this time. This
instrument hooks up to the computer and
nearperfect slides with little effort. If money is
this
certainly is the way to go. However, the quick and
most
method of photographing the screen is
practical technique for most plcinE~taliUJm nrOCluc'ers
A third way is to use service bureaus and pay
piece as you go. Service bureaus use slide makers
"digital film recorders,'4 the best of which cost over
$50,000. The good news is that bureaus will
slides
for a relatively small fee, allowing planetarians access to
the most recent (and very expensive) photographic technology. Your image data must, however, be
proper file format (consult the service bureau
and delivered to them on a floppy disk or transferred over
the phone. Upon receiving the data, the bureau
it
into the proper format and then scans it line
Ultimately, you have a near
35mm slide
original processed image. Cost will inevitably
you can expect a set-up fee of at least $15, and ,...."'·.. ho....... '"
per slide. Expect a rate of about $90-100 per hour
three to four minutes for each slide). Even so, this is a reasonable way to get those images onto the dome.
#I

Conclusions
Many planetarians on tight budgets win find it too costly to obtain a CD-ROM reader and computer.
choose to continue to purchase planetary slides on an "as
needed" basis. After all, of the thousands of
stored
on the CD-ROM, how many will really be used in
ing productions? On the other hand, it sure is nice to
and choose. So many images have been overused,
with tens of thousands of photographs at your fingertips,
the necessary scene can usually be portrayed in an
manner. Even more, false-color enhancing and the
to zoom in on interesting features makes the
capabilities ever more powerful.
NASA has a series of exciting exploration
underway including Galileo to Jupiter,
Saturn by the Cassini probe, and the Mars Observer to the
red planet, just to mention a few. Our Space
Library is still in its infancy stage of development,
the continued acquisition of CD-ROM image disks, we can
foresee the development of a fine planetary image resource
base.
0
UV"-VJ.H
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The first is probably the most difficult. It involves projecting pictures directly from the CD-RaM-similar to the
way video disks are currently used. Unfortunately, the
disk contains raw unprocessed images which look bad.
The Image Display Program makes them presentable (after
considerable time and effort). So, pulling images from the
CD-ROM in "real time" seems unreasonable. However, the
planetarian with some computer background might
choose to process the image and save the final product on
a floppy disk for later display.
The simplest and least expensive technique to convert
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is easy is
seldom excellent.
I~hat

II

-Samuel Johnson

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laurels, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer:
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky...Skan,
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House,

J 50

Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-629 0538, FAX 071-734 4 J 66
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Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
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output that tracks as you move.
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Sue Reynolds
Onondaga-Cortland-Madison
B.O.C.E.S. Planetarium P.O. Box 4774
Syracuse, New York 13221 USA
Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

please send what you can to
teachers out.

Thanks to Dr. George Reed (Director, Worldwide
Planetarium Operations, Spitz Inc., PO Box 198, Chadds
Ford, P A 19317 USA), this column has a new look. While at
one of the 1991 Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society
(MAPS) conference Taurus sessions, I mentioned my wish
for a column header and described what I wanted. George
said, "I think I know what you want." Four days later it
was in the mail to me! Thank you George for capturing the
concepts I had in mind.
By the time this issue gets to you it will be the beginning of another school year and for most of us that is significant so HAPPY NEW YEAR! Hopefully some of the
information shared here will give you some new ways to
look at your job and maybe you can make some changes or
help out some users who need your "tried and true" ideas.
Start your year out by writing to them and me so we can
spread the word. I need to hear from some more of my
overseas colleagues-surely you can teach us some new
tricks. The most frequent requests I get are for copies of
written programs and activities. So send what you have
and I'll put it in the next column.
Michael Porcellino (c/ a Morton College, 3801 S. Central
Avenue, Cicero, Illinois 60650) works in a small planetarium and would like to add a few special effects projectors
to their NOV A III projector. I sent copies of the few
designs in our files. He needs more so if you can help
please contact him.
Donna Pierce (Director, Highland Park Planetarium,
Highland Park High School, 4220 Emerson, Dallas, Texas
75205 USA) knows what "networking" is all about. A user
wrote to her for help and she forwarded the information to
me. I sent lesson plans (for in and out of the planetarium)
and encouragement. I hope through you and our column
this planetarian will receive more of the same. The address
is: Ms. Mary Anne Nelson, Independent Study, Needham
Elementary, PO Box 2467, Durango, Colorado, 80301 USA.
Mary Anne writes, "Each year Needham has a Starlab that
we use with our elementary students, grades K-5. We are
always looking for new information and would appreciate
any free materials that you would be willing to send." So,
32

these students

The JlGreat Pointer Search"
Have Ended!
Kevin D. Conod (Newark Museum
Washington Street, PO Box 540, 1.... 1"'·'IAr~n·1e
writes, liThe cheapest source for pOlnt,ers
is Porter's Camera. Inc.
a
mail order
out in the hinterlands of Iowa. Their
identical to the ones sold by
only difference is that you have to
I found that it also helps to line the
of the lens tube
with black construction paper (this gets rid of the BFRsBig Floating Rings). These can be ordered from Porter's for
$10.95 each (Stock No. 49 - 0009);
bulbs are also
available for $3.69 each (Stock No. 49 - 0010). The address
is: Porter's Camera, Inc., PO Box 628, Cedar
Iowa
50613 USA. They also have a toll free number: 1-800-5532001./1 I certainly appreciate this information
will
order some to try. I have been searching
years
to find a good inexpensive pointer because we let students
use ours all the time which causes a lot of wear and
I
must mention though that
(59
Walden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140
addressing this
and they are (",111~ronH .. r "UTr.1l"lr1't"l,"'"
on a new version to market. Hopefully it will meet our
needs of low cost and durability. In the past the cost of
their replacement bulbs has been 10 for $3.00 which is a
bargain. I look forward to hearing some more from Kevin.
He has promised to share information about lrnn-r,,",u,"_
ments they have made to their equipment. Maybe next column!
U'U..'::>H1LO.C>
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An Article by a

User:
Various locations have been experimenting with methods of lighting the interior of their
to facilitate
recording observations. Here is an article
one of
these methods. Thank you George.
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During the first session of the Summer, 1990 POPS
Institute at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley,
California, I was impressed with the addition of aluminum
can covelights to the Starlab portable planetarium. They
made it possible to conduct a variety of activities that
incorporated observing and writing. The downward
directed lights made it possible to record observations and
notes on paper while keeping the upper part of the Starlab
dome dark enough to see the stars.

apart. It has been doubled back on itself and
together.
Untwist the
to
a
Strip the insulation off both
insulation off both ends of the

black plastic film
cannisters, cut in half

~

potentiometer

red miniature Christmas tree lights

When I got back to Richmond, Virginia, I experimented
with making my own covelights but I found it time consuming to tape up the aluminum can lights and the connecting wires around the Starlab each time I set up. I found
myself wishing for a way to install permanent covelights
that would not interfere with rolling up, strapping, and
putting the portable planetarium in its carrying bag.
Aluminum cans as lightshades were much too large and
certainly too fragile, I needed something smaller.
I experimented with black plastic film cannisters and
miniature Christmas lights and found that by cutting the
film canisters in half longitudinally, the miniature lights
and the film cannister lightshades could be installed permanently around the Starlab dome without interfering
with the process of rolling it up. If you'd like to try it,
here's what you'll need:
A set of all - red miniature Christmas tree lights. The
red preserves the eyes' dark adaption.
A single strand of insulated bell wire equal to twice
the length of the strand of Christmas lights,
plus ten extra feet.
A 110 volt in-line potentiometer (dimmer)
A roll of silver duct tape.
Twelve black plastic film cannisters.
First, cut the strand of miniature lights 6 inches from the
plug. The string of lights looks like a double strand with
lights spaced about eight inches apart, but it really isn't. It
is a single strand of lights spaced about sixteen inches
No.

1991

Permanent
Cove Lights
for
Starlab

around the circumference
Starlab. Use

light in the strand. Run the extra wire
hole to the outside of the Starlab. The wire will come out
very dose to the
between the wall of Starlab
the entrance tunnel. Put duct
inside and out.
side of Starlab to
curves under. You "". .
wire left at this point.
Install the dimmer switch in the
the end, and attach a standard 110 volt
enough wire to be able to run an extension cord inside
of the miniature
while
control the
using the ...........
Get a dozen
film cannisters
Use a
ballfrom any
where each should be
in
point
to mark
Use an Exacto knife to cut each cannister
half the long
of duct
to fasten each canin two. Use six-inch
nister half,
over
and cannister
The final step is to cover the
silver duct
all
halves carefully with one long
the way around the circumference of Starlab.
The light level can be controlled with the .....
switch from the center of the room
a lesson. At the
illumibrightest level these lights will
just
nation to take notes, read a
or record data from
observa tions.
and
enough to be
ready to store it!
n ...............
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New Interactive Planetarium Activity:
Submitted by Gary D. Kratzer from the newsletter
"Starlab Gab," January 1991 issue. Gary writes," It became
apparent to me in a recent Starlab training session that
many of the activities presented to teachers were indeed
unique and employ hands-on activity. However, what
seems to be lacking in our students is a basic understanding of the celestial sphere; more specifically, the apparent
motion of the sky as seen from earth. If our students have
trouble with advanced activities, it may well be attributed
to deeply rooted misconceptions about the world around
them. As simple as it may be, the activity I have included
for your use may well lay a foundation in astronomy on
which we can build!"

Motion of the Stars
Gary Kratzer
43 Eucalyptus
Sulpher, Louisiana 70663 USA

Use arrows to indicate the direction of apparent star
motions as seen by the observer. Students are to make a
prediction as to the direction of apparent motion and will
then test their predictions as the projector is set in motion.

Helpful Hint: (learned the hard way)
If you use velcro to attach student observation ma:rkeJrs
signs, pictures, or covelights to the walls of your
make sure you stick the fuzzy part to the dome and use the
other part for the backs of your signs etc. I made the mistake of reversing that and the velcro on the dome stuck to
the rug when I deflated it. It was interesting trying to reinflate the next morning until I realized what happened! I
use a dashed line (- - -) of velcro around the horizon of
my Starlab. Now that I've corrected the problem, this line
has proved to be an invaluable aid to me and my "'~"''''''''J'n.;:t.

Well, keep the cards and letters coming! Believe me,
your questions and ideas are priceless. I am attempting to
work with Steven Russo (Southern Cayuga Atmospherium-Planetarium, Poplar Ridge, NY 13139) in getting
two useful publications reprinted. Roof Dome & Sky was
originally published by the Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society and was a source book of written lessons. The
other book,' Special Effects Projector Sourcebook, 1982, by
David Aguilar (Fisk Planetarium, Regent Drive, Campus
Box 408, Boulder, CO 80309) I understand was originally
published by IPS. If you can get your hands on copies of
these they will be very helpful. If you find an extra I'd like
a copy for my files too.

Looking NORTH in Starlab

s
Looking SOUTH in Starlab

Looking EAST in Starlab

w
Looking WEST in Starlab
20, No.3, September, 1991

"Opening the Dome" addresses strategies and logistics
for conducting active, aggressive real sky observation
grams as adjuncts to planetarium shows.
How'd you spend your Astronomy Day? For several
years now, there's been an official Astronomy Day" each
(usually on a Saturday in April-I'm not entirely
sure how the date is determined, but it's always wen-publicized in Sky and Telescope, Astronomy, and other related
periodicals). I'm ashamed to admit that there have been
times I've let the occasion slip by without doing much out
of the ordinary; although when I was talking to folks at the
MAPS and SEPA conferences this year, I discovered that I
had a lot of company-many of us just do our usual thing
and maybe put out a little news release. On the other hand,
there's the folks at the Einstein Planetarium at the National
Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C., who once a
year dress up as famous astronomers and engage in living
history encounters at the Museum (typical scene: "No, no,
Tycho, put down that beer and consider eniptical orbits for
a moment!")
II

was invented.
I guess that's
not just a time for local amateur
clubs to
that
star parties; it's not even
aa~am,i.!
tarium directors make extra work for their staff
a lot of stuff onto an already
schedule. It's
media event crying out for the
of pnDg1ran1s
that you're
Like a lot of the ..... a1""a~·'"
much clueless about you
you're offering. It's not
institution's engaged in "n',......£lIHunotive (Le., newsworthy), their
terldE~n(:v
any stories about your pl(lm~tari1Jlm
news is anything upbeat or
back of the paper, or as
nut to crack--even
news. TV is an
all kinds of video source material you can offer to
aversion to ... v ............"'"
their stories,
still show a
out to your
because IIwe don't have much
videotaping in that dark room."
The trick to good
for your
course, is being able to convince
should plug your programs. A few
mind here are:

strat€~giE~S

My usual reasoning for not doing
much (ok, rationalization) is that for
me and my facility-go ahead, say it
with me-EVERY DAY IS
ASTRONOMY DAY! Anyway,
that's really not a bad excuse, when
stop to think about some of the
that most of us do on a reguordinary basis. A typical
Astronomy Day finds my department presenting a live, UWhat's
Up?" show for the public in the
morning, followed by three or four
taped programs in the afternoon. Besides that, weather permitwe open up our observatory,
the H-alpha filter over the 14inch telescope, and show folks safe
views of the sun: sunspots, prominences, infrequent flares, and so on.
Then we call it a Day.

VLM volunteers focus their telescopes during the TV station's open
35

list of contacts current.
and before you know
.on.o·"£"... there's
on the wire service that deals
with astronomical
stories.
Those are
contacts!
1["1 .....

age.
iI!I The most
you can use with a
media person is that what you are doing is newsworthy,
that a lot of their subscribers would be interested in the
and tha t
them
together a
The best ... a ...... n. ..
'f- ...... " ,

have to
There's an old
what
4111

orH~nrlgs:

1/

tell them

1. write a news TPIIC>;:li<::p'
2. make a media contact, tell them about what you're
doing, and alert them to the fact that they should be on the
lookout for the news release you're sending;
3. send them the release; and lastly,
4. can them a couple days later and confirm that they
got the release, and that you're now ready to talk at length
about
event (don't be too surprised when they tell
you they didn't get or can't find the release-their desks
are even worse than yours!) But that's ok, because the onus
is now on them-now they gotta listen to you, just out of
politeness if for no other reason. And if they were noncommittal before, this will also serve to make them psychologically more disposed to do the story, since they've had you
in a holding pattern for so long.
S. 'Course, these days, what with fax machines and so
on, you can speed this whole process up to the point
where it only takes an hour or so.
Finally, be polite but persistent, but not to the point of
sometimes being annoying works, but
leave
on hold 'til the end, and then only if
think that the event won't go without such a desperation
move.
not to
over, (or worse, under), anyone's head
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Event 3. Premiere of PBS
Monday
The first ep:lsoae
Astronomer
observational "''''f-...n..... n ........... '
of phone calls we
I'd
this
this

""'J".. "UA.I"."

jena has been building planJena unlocks the mysteries of the
etarium
equipment for over
universe with technologically60
years.
With installations
advanced planetarium projectors
throughout
the world, jena
and accessories. Explore the brilhas
also
built
a reputation for
liance of a starry sky. Experiquality
product
and serence the magnificence of
vice.
A
professional
staff
Saturn's rings. And marvel at
offers
complete
assistance
the complexities of our
in developing and plancosmic home. Jena's sophisning planetarium installaticated planetaria bring you
tion. Teamed with Seiler
the sky and all its phenomena
Instrument in St. Louis,
with amazing naturalness.
Missouri, Jena offers
Always on the leading
complete installation
edge of technology, Jena 1t-:~------.g--_II1
=w-~
and immediate cusplanetarium projectors
tomer service throughout
offer user- friendly softthe United States.
ware for fully-automated operation. Presentations
To find out more about jena's down to earth space
are scientifically-exact. Programming is incredibly
exploration contact Pearl Reilly at 1-800-726-8805.
simple.

___

I~EILER
INSTRUMENT

170 East Kirkham Avenue
8t. Louis, Missouri 63119
800-726-8805

prleSE~nt~ed!

l1li

I

Mariana and Lars will

A Little Bird Told Me:

214-526-4800 work
214-692-9662 home
214-520-6967 fax

The Use of Glue:
A friend
mine is a carpenter whose ability to create
and master the art of woodcraft never ceases to amaze me.
Through my education of majoring in architecture I have a
fair amount of building information and know the basics
of
and construction. When I compare my ability
with his, I
the
between a craftsman and a
of the differences is that one of his essential resources is glue. I am more inclined to use whatever is
at hand. As I watch him work, I realize that the proper use
of glue enables him to do much more than could be done
with just any material. This understanding is appropriate
to the planetarium field, for we often try to use just lots of
stuff to hold things together in our work. But there could
be a connection between glue and our work. Glue enables
separa te pieces to adhere, function and be a part of the
whole. As planetarians we can be the connection of our
profession with our students, our supervisors, and the
public. We can be that glue by connecting our love, knowledge, and excitement of astronomy with today's society!

ing
Future Trends Software in ...........,.,..".'u.
trademark of
Inc ...... The Russians
coming-K Mart has in stock a model
the
Dave H()stett:er.
Station
Museum, because his
.....Don Garland (Noble l"la:net,arhlffi.
and kite,"",,""" .I\Ilu~~Ulm)
Jhc·

Kudos:
To Von Del Chamberlain's
Song of the
talk at
was a very
time
us all!
To Dr. Harlan J. Smith (McDonald Observatory
1963 to 1989) as
of NASA's highest
ian
the Distinguished Public
Medal!
Awarded July 17th Harlan was
in the develof the
telescope at McDonald and for
the observing
more than two decades over a quarter
ti~e on the 107 has been used to support NASA's exploration of the solar
Foremost among this research is
the.lunar laser ranging work conducted at the observatory
which has
NASA with enormous
into the
motions of the
and the moon.
To Lars Broman
Back
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love the spa scenes in their video! And the exercise room
scenes aren't too bad for us gals! I can tell there is going to
be something for everyone! .....Joe Hopkins (Joe Hopkins
Engineering) announces their European Operations was
awarded to the Broman Planetarium! Congratulations Lars
and Per! Congratulations are also in order for Linda Hare
as being appointed new officer manager, Walt Simmons
as engineer, Joe Tucciarone, artist, and Michael Mags,
lighting design in the Hopkins' gang! I understand their
new enlarged offices are super! .....Sights I thought I would
never see: Joe Hopkins actually asking others to be quiet!
Seems Joe was trying to get his young son to bed one night
at the SEPA Conference. Was it our fault the Hospitality
Room was on the same floor! ..... Lany Krumenaker brings
Mercury Information Services to our rescue. "There's information out there you know you need ... we can help you
find it." Contact Larry at Online Research-Database
Services (201-358-9560) ...... Martin Ratcliffe will be hosting
MAPS in '92 at the Buhl Planetarium in Pittsburgh.
Hooks (Robeson Planetarium) is working hard in
the Resource Center ......Jane Hastings (Thomas Jefferson
Planetarium) is working on Goals for Astronomy for GLP A
and SEPA. I agree with Jane's "I'm able to leap tall interdisciplinary obstacles at a single bound; I'm a planetarian!"
Serrie (Future Music) is moving his new age
music to Atlanta ...... Dr. Joseph Chamberlain (Adler
Planetarium) is retiring in order to devote fun time to pure
astronomy. ..... ask Jon U. Ben (Virginia Living Museum)
about Waltzing with Bears . ..... Congratulations to David
Dundee and gang at Jim Cherry Memorial Planetarium for
all their hard work before, during, and after the SEP A
Conference! I saw Bob Tate at the console at Fernbank
Science Center-what happened to his directorship at the
Harper Planetarium? .....Jane Hastings (Thomas Jefferson
Planetarium) and Jon U. Ben (Virginia Living Museum)
had a few hours to practice on their long drive to Atlanta
but the time was well spent. With Jane on the uke accompanied by Jon on the harmonica the SEP A Conferencees
were treated (?) to renditions of: Oh Spitz n'Ball, Thirty
More Shows to Go, Open Up the Dome, and too many to
numerate here-although The Planetarium Technician Ballad
should probably be mentioned-for what seemed like a
long, long recital. Just kidding, Jane and Jon, you two
were, well-let's say you two were entertaining! (I found it
hard to believe Jane sings in the Richmond Symphony
Chorus!) .....give Rita Fairman (Akima Planetarium) a call
if you know of an opening in the planetarium field. Or at
least call and give condolences. Another planetarium war
story ..... .1 think what Michael Chesman and Charles
Ferguson did for fellow planetarians was just fantastic! At
the SEPA Meeting for Small Planetariums they came forward and offered a Christmas Show script and sound track
for $15 plus one dollar per foot of dome in the participant's
planetarium! Being from Bays Mountain Park Planetarium
they really understand the financial woes of small planetar. . . . . . '"-AJl.a,.;;;;:p
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iums. They believe that planetarium pr4~sentlti()nS
not cost an arm and a leg and also ask that the
ing planetarians share one of their scripts with
..... check with Sue Griswold (Kelly Planetarium at
Science Museum of Charlotte) for information
Educational Exhibits for

i:lIJI."., .............

tarium!
Digistar going in at the
Grand Rapids! ..... Christine Brunello's Nl~?htwatch:ers
fabulous planetarium show she wrote dunng
ship at Morehead Planetarium! .... .It was
interns Carole Helper from the Buehler Planetarium
Laura Deines from the
while I was in Atlanta!
.. ... Keith
(Fleischmann
roll-off roof observatory is in operation with the
reflector. The Astronomical
of Nevada is helpinlg
run it for free
observatory nights..... .1
visiting with Lee Tai (Lafayette Natural History Museum
Planetarium) from Malaysia as I win be
the
month of
with
son and his
in
Lumpur! .... .Is Paul
all settled in
Adler?? ..... How is Mark Petersen (Loch Ness l"'f()<ltlcttonS)
coming with the sound track for the Gates lJ'lane1tar1lUD1!
..... Congratulations to
Wharton's '..I."~."-"""''U'''''''L.A''
Theater) wife's recognition as Teacher of the Year! She
her Masters in Business Administration. .....an IMAX
the St. Louis Science Center and another one for under the
arch?? .....don't forget Optical Data Reps will come
teacher in-service ......Lars Broman (Broman
was in Atlanta
the IPS
Meeting and
wife was admitted to graduate school; she is
her masters in Anthropology! Only three out
the nine
candidates were admitted. Also, the Broman Planetarium
has a fixed planetarium with a Starlab projector
a
fiberglass dome. Eve and Per Broman have been utillZllng
it for astronomy courses!
Collins Petersen
(Loch Ness Productions) has super information on the
space telescope after her meeting with all the research scientists on the project! She also attended an
Comet and Meteor Conference in Flagstaff! .... .1 understand the Wallace Fiske Planetarium has an oo'enlnl~.
.....Ask all the Denver planetarians about the miller
And the Missing Word Is?:
Another planetarium war story. Look at the letlterJrlealQ
from the 1970-1980's versus the 1990's versus the 1991 one
(next page). Maybe the missing word is with the mu;,smt1t
staff??
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Vanderbilt Planetarium
180 little Neck Rd., Centerport. N.Y. 11721

1970s-80s
(516) 757 - 7500
Business 757 - 7501

The
Vanderbilt

1987-1990

~Iuseunl

Mansion II Marine Museum. Planetarium" Park
180 Little :'\eck Road, P.O. Box E Centerport, :'\ew York 11721·i)605
Administrative Offices (516) 262·7860. \!ansion/\brine \[useulll (516) 262·7880. Planetarium (,'jIG) 262·7800

1991

The
Vanderbilt
~luseunl
180 Uttle Neck R03d, PO. Box F,

:"-iewY()rk 11721060')" (')16) 262-800

FORUM

could not do Star Wars in the
we can
do better than the #silver screen"-if we choose-because
the screen surrounds our viewers and our media technology is superior to a decade
the
video
v ..... ...,£ ....
projectors, ear-popping sound systems, "' ............
mas, and stimulating scripts, we are here to motivate people. It might be through the spectrum of educational
lessons to "head-banging" light shows. From
I see,
people who know about the planetarium
enjoy
it, find it stimulating, and return for other visits. Have you
ever heard a patron say, "I'm never coming back here
again." It's more like, "That was neat, Dad! Let's come
back tomorrow!" Our facilities, big and small, have personalities. Our visitors like our dry humor, our
jokes, and our serious explanations of the universe.
don't remember much about our "shows," but they know
our planetariums are places where
can connect with
return because
the universe-even if it is Pink
in the v ..u. ..."-~·.......
of the fact that we are
ium and that we offer OV,.-..o'·'£:>1",...""..:,
LU••'O;"

Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118

'04'<:'£"""'''('

In the spring issue, readers commented on an article by Mr.
M. Leon Knott that appeared in the January 1991 issue of Sky
and Telescope magazine. Here Mr. Hunt adds his thoughts.
As a doctoral student who is trying to apply as much
modern media technology to the planetarium as possible, I
see Mr. Knott's Sky and Telescope article and my colleague's
responses interesting. The planetarium is a changing place.
A decade ago we berated our domes at the fact that we
40
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Illinois

Forum resumes in the next issue with a new
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accurate method (in theory, at least), this technique is laboriously slow and constitutes a major pain in the neck
whatever) when attempting to precisely ...................
two
non-registered pieces of film.
Richard McColman
4)
Precision Line Process Film
Gibbes Planetarium
intriguing method allowing the planetarian to IIcontact
1112 Bull Street
slide
print" a high-contrast positive from the
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
a peg-registered slide mount and a darkroom
process is simplified somewhat by the fact that LPD4
Slide Masking Revisited
be used under a red safelight. (For more
the evolution of LPD4 masking, see
It has been said many times by many planetarians that
December 1983 article in The Planetarian.)
star shows are at their best when they are less "slide
One difficulty with the traditional LPD4 cm1ta'ct-lna~;l(
shows" and more "environmental space experiences." At ing procedure is that it cans for the
up of raw
seeming odds with this philosophy is the fact that, aside stock into individual uchips" which are
sandwiched
from the star Inachine itself, the slide projector is the single together with Ektachrome on:g1n.alS
most-utilized piece of equipment currently inhabiting pro- mounts, exposed under the
jection areas of planetariums. While standard rectangular and then developed in a print ae'vel,opllng
slides are okay for occasionally
dure
a tremencreating "image insets" on the !Finding a faste1j more universaf technique dous amount of time be
dome, an over-reliance on these
messing about with oodles
can be visually tiring for the for the masking of sades lias been a very fiddly-bits of film!
audience. Reconciling these two important goaf of ours for some time now.
Some time ago it became
criteria has led to sometimes
obvious to us that if the LPD4
some
creative, sometimes curious, .9Lfter a quiet( foot(
could be kept intact as a
or roll
but alas, only partially successwe
ful solutions in the planetari- mas kJng/op aquing
um's visual production realm. introduce you to a promising twist which
Finding a faster, more universal
with in-camera pnotc)grapny-technique for the masking of can contribute to major time-savings dur- making the procedure much
slides has been a very impor- ing show production.
more efficient.
tant goal of ours for some time
now. After a quick look at some old familiar Speeding Things Up
masking! opaquing techniques, we'll introduce you to a
promising twist which can contribute to major time-savWe set out to find a way to keep the raw film intact
ings during show production.
development. Actually, it didn't take long to ............. . , .... 1-" ..... ..,...
Over the years, a number of procedures have been used this task. Upon looking in the Wess Plastic, Inc ....""'"..v,~,
to get rid of what has come to be known as the BFR's (Big decided that their device called liThe Duper"
Fat Rectangles). These include:
was just what was called for. In short, the
1) Hand-opaquing-the art (if you can call it that) of
hinged contact printing frame which provides
using a small brush and Kodak Opaque paint (or equiva- simultaneous exposure of film from three original
lent) to render slides impenetrable to light. This is, of by using it in conjunction with either an overhead
course, an extremely tedious and time-consuming process, source (an enlarger) or an underneath one. In essence,
and one which is only marginally successful, in that much Duper, light source, and operator altogether become
of the time a rough, dark border of UEktachrome black" lens-less peg-registered copy camera.
reInains visible around the planet, spacecraft, etc. (due to
The working parts of the Duper include a "contact
the human eye's and hand's inability to accurately work frame" and a "pressure plate." The contact frame is a flat
on such a small scale).
plastic bed with three rectangular light openings arran~~ea
2) Circle- or oval-masking. This rather dubious tech- side-by-side, and set parallel against a row of reS2~ist:ratilon
nique simply trades BFR's for another geometric shape, pegs. Before attempting an exposure, the operator
using Kodalith-film masks generated from "graphic art" three film originals onto the contact frame and its
originals. While less time-consuming than hand-opaquing, Then, with white light turned-off in the darkroom, unexthe result is to simply "change the shape" of the slides posed film stock is placed, emulsion-side-down, onto the
rather than to get rid of the dark image backgrounds alto- contact frame and originals. After closing the ~ ...l:>cc,,, ...a
gether.
plate over the sandwiched film, the Duper's light source is
3) Precision Kodalith masking-a procedure requiring then illuminated for a specified period,
to
stock.
the projection of the original slide iInage, then the tracing, stream through the originals, exposing the raw
painting, photographing, processing, and mounting of the After all exposures are complete, the film is developedresulting mask together with the slide. While an extremely revealing copies (high contrast in the case of LPD4) which
Vol. 20, No.3, September, 1991
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can be instantly mounted in-register with the originals in
pin-registered slide mounts.
Induded with the Duper is a little plastic device called
"The Winder" which makes it possible to work with only
about six inches of film at a time during the exposure step,
while the remainder safely resides in either one of two film

timer further increases the ease of n ..' .... rlIlI1 ..... 'nor .114.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,, In
addition, a small door is placed on
is
the bottom to facilitate
and a 7" x
cut in the top, over which is mounted the
an
Not only does the
itself save time
intact for prc)C~;slrlg),
entire roll of film can be
the
light source in the contact
box can be controlled
selection. LPD4, for Instanlce,
which is a film even slower
than Kodalith,
sure times under a small
room
in the one to
three minute
set at i8 and ..,ri,,,,C'·hnr'l
"..n",. . . . , ... """,

our

contact
box with a 250-watt bulb
..... ".u.... " ... ,,,,., we achieved good
mask results with an

The Duper
together can save tremendous
amounts of
while simulcassettes. Before starting, one cassette is loaded with unex- tently high quality procedure
can be nn-nttJII"I
posed film stock. But instead of clipping a diagonal at the both in tandem, masks for an entire
beginning of the roll, as for in-camera photography, the developed, and dried in a
afternoon. The
film strip is left square on that end and taped to a second the Duper more than
for itself in time
bulk film cassette spool which is dovetailed to the first cas- the first show we used on!
sette. The second cassette is then assembled and the
Winder engaged into its spool. This arrangement allows Tackling Those Nasty Reds
the operator to dispense fresh film from the loaded cassette
as needed. As each set of contact exposures is completed,
We had heard and read about LPD4 masking for
You see,
the exposed film is simply wound into the "take-up cas- but had remained a bit skeptical the
sette" using the Winder, which pulls the felt light traps of LPD4 (which is a graphic arts
is,
both cassettes together-making it possible to safely "orthochromatic." Simply put, this means that the film's
switch-on white light in the darkroom. When the next sensitivity varies throughout the visible
three slide originals are mounted on the Duper and the "Panchromatic" films, on the other hand \St,an(laI'Q
lights turned off, the operator uses the Duper's "cartridge and print films, etc.), are more or less equally sensitive to
track" to measure out the required length of film for the all colors. While LPD4 handles most colors just
it is
handled
next exposure.
essentially blind to red. That's why it can be
As stated earlier, the Duper can be used either under an under a red safelight, as can Kodalith. But this attribute
enlarger or over a dedicated light source. In the former plays havoc with the planetarian who has
or dark
case, the contact frame and pressure plate (raw film and reds in his or her slides. While weak and
can be
slide originals sandwiched between) are flipped upside "pulled out" by
dousing the
with a
down for the exposure. We prefer the underside light- exposure, darker
more highly saturated reds stay
source method of contact printing. This requires the simple black, or at best dark gray, on the developed mask.
How many slides in a typical show have no reds in
construction of a non-diffusion light box onto which the
Duper is then mounted, but it makes the process faster and them? Sixty ... ~·uoni-'1.1
~. pelrha'PS(
more convenient than using an enlarger. This project takes
While that seems
a
let's assume that
150 of which call
only a few hours to complete. Ours is a box 43" high x IS" the show kit in question has 200
wide x 15" deep, made from 3/4" plywood with the inside for masks. With 30 to 40
of the Im,ag(~s
painted black. Inside at the bottom of the box is mounted a with LPD4, that means
a good 45 to 60
porcelain socket for a standard 120-volt light bulb which is to be hand-opaqued (a very unpleasant th(m2~ht!
wired through a switch mounted on the outside for operaWhile this estimate mayor may not be
rer)re~:;enltator access. {Plugging the box into a darkroom enlarger live of the relative ;Ired content" of most
shows
42
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But we soon found that leading the list of
for
(some may have more slides with red, others less), we dare
that
it
is
extremely
sensiTechnical
Pan/Direct
Positive
is
say it may well be a close approximation. In fact, we can
think of at least one show, Hansen's Adventures Along the tive to minuscule levels of impurities in the local water
Spectrum, that has a slide load very heavily laden with supply. In most cases, the use of tap water in the ,-,La","""""''''''''
deep reds. Therefore,
it is obvious that
LPD4 is not a universal solution to the
uslideshow on the
dome" problem. Having licked the maskC 0
C 0
Winder
production time problem, we at Gibbes
some time ago found
ourselves still faced
with the red-blind
Take-up
LPD4 dilemma.
The main task
Cassette
seemed to be to find a
panchromatic substiUnexposed film on Duper,
tute for LPD4-an iffy
originals underneath
task, to say the least,
)
(before closing pressure
since most high-contrast films (both positive and negative) are
orthochromatic
baths and rinse cycles leads to a mottled brown
graphic arts materials.
After much calling around to such places as the local the film. Although the substitution of distilled water
camera shop and graphic arts film suppliers, we contacted nated such problems for us, its required use, C01.1plled.
Eastman Kodak and were told that a possible solution did the technique's accompanying cost and development time
exist-in the form of Kodak Technical Pan film (2415), cou- began to make the procedure progressively less attractive
pled with the Kodak T-MAX 100 Direct Positive Film as a comprehensive masking solution for planetarians.
Developing Outfit. Technical Pan, when processed in the
T-MAX Direct Positive kit (cat. number 195 4155), pro- Back to the Drawing Board
duces a high-contrast positive image similar to LPD4. The
Because of all of this, and because there didn't ~n1n.o~lr
major benefit in using this process, though, is that slides
with deep and dark reds can be masked just as easily as exist any other high-contrast, positive, pancnnJmtat:lC
those without such content, as Technical Pan is a panchro- film/ development alternatives, we ultJlm'Ue.ly
matic film.
that the best solution for masking large nUlmoers
On the other hand, because it is a panchromatic film, a content slides was to use a two-step photographic
safelight cannot be used during the contact printing pro- dure. Our experimentation led us to a technique in
cess. But since the Duper is easily used in total darkness using the Duper, high- contrast Uinternegatives" are creatwith very little practice, this really is not a problem. If you ed from slide originals using Technical Pan aeVeJloPro
can load a 35mm film developing reel in the dark, contact full-strength Dektol black-and-white print (jP1V'pljnnf:>r
printing on the Duper with Technical Pan win be a piece of result provides negative images of the slides
cake. Besides, any film which solves the red-insensitivity deep red areas successfully recorded), which when
problem would be unusable under a safelight anyway.
oped and dried, are then placed on the Duper's contact
While using the Duper in complete darkness proved not frame and used to uprint" the final masks onto Kodalith
to be a stumbling block for us, several other complications film stock.
with the Technical Pan/Direct Positive technique did
Speeding the procedure along is the fact that the develbecome apparent.
oped internegatives aren't cut into individual frames
the
First, the Direct Positive development process takes are left intact as groups of three, thereby
about 30 to 45 minutes to complete-roughly three times original spacing from the first go-round on the
longer than the standard process for LPD4. Also, the Direct leads to only a marginal increase in the total time
Positive chemicals are more expensive, with a per-mask beyond that required for LPD4 single-step
In
chemical cost of 10 cents. While this turned out to be more end, adding the second step typically increases time
expensive and a bit more time-consuming than LPD4, we in the darkroom by about half-an hour when ...........
still felt that the procedure had real advantages when con- masks for about fifty red-content slides.
One thing to keep in mind is that both steps (Technical
sidering the issue of masking red-laden slide originals.
Vol. 20, No.3, September, 1991
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Pan internegative and Kodalith final mask) require much
less exposure than does single-step LPD4. Typically, when
using our homemade contact printing box, a 10-second
average exposure time is used for LPD4 with a 250-watt
lamp installed. In the two-step process, both internegative
and final mask are optimized with a 7 1/2-watt bulb at 10
seconds.
The following chart is useful in comparing the two techniques:

Masks (no deep reds)

Masks (deep reds)

LPD4, high-wattage lamp

Technical Pan, low-wattage
lamp

Dektol,3 mins., 68 0

Dektol,3 min., 68 0
plus:

Kodalith, low-wattage lamp
Kodalith developer,
3 min., 68 0

Some Notes of Interest
For those who are interested in pursuing Duper-assisted contact masking of slides, there are several details to
make note of:
.. When ordering your Duper from Wess, it is very important to order product number SE 7150. This peg-registered
model is for use with raw film stock which has the sprocket perforation pitch of polyester-based films such as LPD4,
Technical Pan, and Kodalith. If you buy SE 7149 (for the
slightly shorter perf-pitch acetate-based films), your raw
film stock won't lay down flat on the contact frame when
pressed onto the sprocket pegs. Although your
Ektachrome originals are acetate, these are cut into individual frames before mounting onto the Duper, and the
resulting geometric variance in this case works out to be
insignificant.
.. If you plan to use the Duper with an underneath light
source (strongly recommended), we suggest removing its
pressure plate'S "snap locks," as we have found these to be
more of a hindrance than a help. The pressure plate can be
held just as easily by hand during exposure. The snap
locks are removed by unscrewing their small Phillips-head
retaining screws.
.. Make sure to note that Kodak sells two different versions
of 35mm LPD4, and only one will fit standard slide registration pegs! LPD4 with "Kodak perforations" (the kind
we need) is catalog number 129-1327, specification number
663. Avoid LPD4 film stock with "Bell and Howell perforations" (catalog number 157-8327, specification number
421). Some camera shops stock only the Bell and Howell
version, so be careful, and special order the "Kodak-perf"
stuff if you have to.
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.. Be aware that Kodak-perf LPD4 comes wound onto a 2inch diameter plastic bulk-film core. Since LPD4 comes in
150-foot lengths, this ron won't fit into a standard bulk
loader. (Which Kodak genius thought that one
While
fix
this initially seems like a royal hassle, you can
this problem in about two minutes with the aid of an assistant in the darkroom. First, cut a section of 1
threaded rod about 8 inches long. Next, push the rod into
the square center hole of an empty Kodalith bulk film
spool (most of us probably have one sitting around somewhere) so that equal portions of the rod
out
either side of the spool. Now run a nut onto each end of
the rod, and tighten them against the sides of the
You can use this arrangement to facilitate
LPD4 onto the reel. In a darkroom with a red satem~nt.
person can loosely hold the LPD4-laden core
positioned like a horizontal spindle centered in
core's
center hole), while the other guy (girD winds the film onto
the empty Kodalith reel by twirling the threaded rod in his
(her) fingers. The wound spool, having a smaller I-inch
core, is then dropped into the bulk loader after removal of
the rod.
• For each process you'll be using, run a series of test
exposures on representative example slides to get a feel for
the effects of exposure times on various types of Imclge~s.
By taking notes during these initial tests, you can
refer back to your test results, maximizing your malsk.:mg
speed, and minimizing film waste.
a When running initial exposure tests with LPD4, we recommend choosing an exposure time at the "opaque threshold"-in other words, any further exposure would eliminate the opaque black background of the mask. This will
assure that even dark image details will "bleach out" on
the mask, and win therefore show up when rU",r\l£""..t-e,r!
While such long exposures can sometimes create a soft
"aura" effect around brighter parts of the image, this soft
overfogging is usually undetectable in the final
image .
.. Similarly, when exposure-testing on Technical Pan
internegatives <two-step process), generally shoot
the
maximum exposure allowable without turning the otherwise clear backgrounds gray (remember, this is a negative). And when testing for the Kodalith final-mask step,
go for the minimum exposure time needed to achieve a
black mask background.
a Remember that when using the two-step mask process,
the safelight must be turned off when exposing the
Technical Pan internegatives. However, the safelight can
be on during the second, or Kodalith step.
a When it comes to sandwiching your finished masks with
their respective slide originals, bear in mind that there are
slight dimensional differences between some of these film
stocks-especially between Ektachrome and each of the
masking stocks we've discussed. These dimensional differences show up primarily in the edge-to-edge width of the
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Alan Davenport
University of Maine Planetarium
Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469
In conceiving a script to convey an educational message, the planetarian constructs a vehicle that draws on all
the elements of literature and drama. This can be the most
creative and enjoyable part of the show production process. Here the motif of the show is established and the
writer weaves the educational content with a theme to produce a balance of art and science. Some of the most appealing scripts convey their educational message through characterization, dialogue and storytelling.
Here, in the first of a two-part collaboration, a few outstanding scriptwriters will share their thoughts on the subject of characters and character voices in planetarium
scripts. Fran Biddy is the producer/astronomer of the
Strasenburgh Planetarium at the Rochester Museum and
Science Center and well known for his scriptwriting workshops. Laura Kyro, the producer at the McDonnell Star
Theater of the St. Louis Science Center, has written many
innovative planetarium scripts and once again agreed to
share some of her insights with the Scriptorium. Lisa Rudy
is a professional writer in Philadelphia who has worked
with the Fels Planetarium to produce a children's show,
AstroAlphabet Soup."
II

scient narrator proclaims the joys and fascinations of
astronomy, and we hear the fidget factor, it's telling us that
we've lost that audience.
Including believable, engaging characters in our shows
can reduce, or even eliminate, the fidget factor, .........lv ...,Fo"' ..
not only the children in our audiences, but also the adults.
And when audiences don't fidget too much, they come
back.
Also, characters add to our shows in many ways. When
you write in the voice of a character, you must see and feel
the world through the character. This provides a kind of
filter that can add sharpened focus to our shows; focus
that's frequently missing with omniscient narrators.

Characters and Character Voices
in Planetarium Scripts

Laura-Planetarium Voices

Fran-The Fidget Factor

First, I would like to make a distinction between multiple "voices," and multiple characters." Sometimes having
one narrator do an entire 25 to 45 minute show is great.
Also, many of us already attempt to make shows more
interesting by having different narrators (many times male
and female) divide the show. This trick serves to reduce
the monotony of one voice, and may help in the dissemination of information.
However, another way to create a "different" (yet effective) show, and use more than one voice is to write them as
"characters," with their own personalities. A show we did
on the SETI program had, as breaks between parts, a fictional dialogue between two SET! scientists (a male
American and a female Australian) who both relayed
information and added spice to the show. My show liThe
Little Star That Could" used 19 different characters and it
wouldn't have been as effective with just one voice.
/I

Success in literature and drama stems from three primary sources-setting, conflict and character. We've got
the unique setting down pat. Yet our medium, the planetarium has always suffered from a serious limitation-the
lack of characters who can be seen by our audiences, characters whose lips move, whose expressions change, who
are seen in conflict with themselves and each other. We've
specialized in science documentaries, rather than in telling
stories about people, even though we know that audiences
both love stories and relate best to people.

I

... we know that audiences both 101)e stories and relate best to
people.
What I call the fidget factor is most apparent during
shows for children. Adults are generally too polite to fidget audibly. When we listen to the children while an omni-
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... few audience members feel extremely comfortable being
down to (in essence) by the "voice of god" ...
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I think this method may be important not only in terms
of just breaking up the narrative flow, but in terms of the
audience identifying with the narrators. Probably few
audience members feel extremely comfortable being talked
down to (in essence) by the IIvoice of god" which we planetarians are always trying to use. Here in St. Louis we
child actors in the children's and school shows so
school groups and younger family members might identify
with the characters, and perhaps get more out of the
rience (educationally), and the same can be done with
adult scripts to
the general public get more out of
them.

the
snowflakes. Often these are cameo roles tailored
content.
Lastly, the most SOJ)hl:5tlc~ate:d
manipulate the content malterlal,
within the context of a
the content. Interaction with other characters
complex problems can be introduced to the p:n:)tagom5;t~S').
A character serves the show's mission
directs the attention of the audience
tive. It can provide the rationale for
attention to
details and
the conclusions
the 1lU"1''1nl·Ul1ritt:'1"
do all of this without see:mirlg ped<:lntJ.c.

Alan-Character Roles
Lisa-Character

The. use of characters, or character voices, spans a broad
The confidence of the writer, the content of the
show and the preferred image of the facility may dictate
the degree to which characters win be incorporated into
the
In the
of the multi-media influx, most
,arI accolades for their first shows that
included more than one voice. Here the narration is not
new, it is the omniscient narrator being played by more
than one disembodied voice, but it is more pleasing aurally.
The next level adds a little dramatization where character voices narrate the quotes of historical figures while portraits appear on the dome. Still, the characters only iUu5-irate. The content is still motivated by the creative entity
writing the show.
"f'CU"'o ....

When the character has its own motives for being where it is and
acting as it does, then the listener can identify it and adopt its
perspective ...
To engage the audience, the character must grow from
being just another illustration to being a protagonist. This
is where the storytelling begins and the character has to be
visually represented on the dome. When the character has
its own motives for being where it is and acting as it does,
then the listener can identify it and adopt its perspective
more easily than with an omniscient narrator. This level of
characterization has many possible incarnations. The simplest is the character who has the point of view of the
scriptwriter. This may be an astronomer, scientist or old
sage. Often these characters are introduced visually but
allowed to melt into omniscience.
In our show, 'Where Dinosaurs Roam," a child character remembers when a scientist came to talk to his school
class. The scientist begins as a character, showing the paleological time-line on a blackboard. He then disappears but
the audience hears him describe the scenes of creatures
that inhabited the dinosaur world.
The next level of complexity comes when the character
has a unique perspective within the content material.
These materialize in some strange forms including the animation of inanimate objects such as stars, planets or
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enlivening
character" is not
omniscient narrative
etc. It can sound smnethlng
Janey, and I'm nine
lot about the sun. For Instanlce,
is a "main
surface temperature of about
Fahrenheit?!"
Unlike Janey, real character has real characteristicsshe is funny, or nasty, or nervous, or
those
characteristics dictate the kind of
uses, the
attitudes she takes toward other characters or the material
being taught, etc. In other
little girl is unlikely to
nation of solar properties. In
dren's show at the Fels Planetarium in
twelve-year-old Alex retains her spl1nloClness tm~OtH!rlOtU
the show; she consistently
characteristics such as
occasionally behaves like
fearlessness and self-esteem,
a "know-it-all."
/I

C;:0£11110'lnI"'C'"

... characters must maintain a consistent 11p.t',C;m1l1il't1
the show ... and they must offer opportunity for aU{J'lenlce
fication .. .
For the purposes of a
but
not exclusively, for children's scripts) characters must be
reasonably attractive or interesting; they must maintain a
ones
consistent personality throughout the show
can't be mean, etc); and they must offer opportunity for the
audience identification (a show in which all the characters
are white-coated scientists or bug-eyed aliens would be
or
less attractive than one in which some are
earthlings).
Characterizations, if used ...........,..........".,h,
audiences in the process of iA!:I'I"nllnO' thl"{\l1O'h If''1tc.ni"1InTllnO'
with a hero or heroine. It can enliven a science-rich
And it can help planetarium writers to
their vocabulary and tone at a level appropriate to their audience.
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.l'l'cm--l~fJ.~SKll.llg the

to the Character

The technology of character representation is an
tant consideration for the scriptwriter, too. Narrative
voices in the omniscient role are not often shown on the
dome, whereas character upersonalities" are usually
trayed as cartoon or photographic entities in
slides.
With visual representations of
it is not necto either a) have the lips and limbs in motion, or b)
see
character during all of its narration. In fact, without
to limit the
the power to animate an image, it is
amount of time that it speaks while
frozen. The
character can move or "dissolve" to different
dome and it can be shown in different
the audience's disbelief for an ex1tenldea
This will
their attention on the
the
The character can also control the visuals or
scene in an effective manner.
" one of the narraIn our show "'Skylights of
tors is a special effect snowflake that describes the nature
of water on our planet, and the importance of having the
teIln:peratm~e for water to exist in three forms. The sky
is still lighted with clouds and falling snow when the lecturer complains the snow should leave so that the audience can see the "night lights" ... the stars of December.

1 can take care of that! We are December snow and
Uel;em:ver magic goes where we fall. Would you like to see the
December constellations?

Omniscient Narrator

Hon within the show. The first scene eSlC;lDJlISIlt!S
ruc:nng characters of the two
and the
...... "j'nnnr sets
the
And
some of the
characters.
With
the audience
acter voices
the
is
by an old-fashioned omniscient narrator.

;:,or,netltmeS, it
rather
ti ve

te(~hnllQl11e--stOl:yt~eJ

narrator sw:ce~ssi"Ulllv
ful planet:ari1um

Lecturer: Well, we would like a night sky.
It's on the waayyy.
The snow slows and reverses at high speed,
the clouds fade and the stars come on. In this way,
motivates the change to a starry firmament and she takes
of the opportunity to describe the six omnte~d
Winter Snowflake (Hexagon). The snow flake dls.aODeiarS
as the sky clears, so there is no image of the character
her short point-out. As with many such characters, the
snowflake plays a cameo role and now leaves the show.
Like our scientist and our snowflake, characters often
"drop" into the audience, and they talk about the visuals
from the perspective of the audience without being seen.
Most family audiences have no trouble accepting this
hybrid of character and omniscient narrator. Only the
youngest audiences seem to require a visual to match a
character voice or a consistent, disembodied voice.
Beyond the limitations of slides or special effects as
character representations, a medium that is now finding a
place in many
is video. Video
is
bringing the planetarium into closer competition with television in the way that story lines and characters can be
presented. The time and effort involved in
a
video for use in a planetarium show is considerable but
can be re\l\TaJ~diln.2:.

Stories?
In
With

O"1"rU11l"'\C
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and characterization
consideration of the balance
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and families.

(Please see ""'d"'Il'"1Ifli'A'U--iU"1tH on

I found The Point to be a useful
native to other
of .....r.;; ....... ~
r. ..

if

tel~ept\Orle

number.

Star Tales

when
truce-and we at the
for one to win and the

ourindoor"~'Hr'~~I'n

easier to
out
besides. To
this column's first item.
stones across
These are wonderful

New Laser Pointer
Sometimes you come across neat new stuff
your own
and that's true of a new
device made
a small company just across town from
The
" and is pr<Xl tlced
Company, 1816 S. Rouse Avenue, I.l.r.PFn...............
tana 59715
587-4923.
The
is a
nanometer laser diode to ....-,......... ~~
on whatever you aim
comes in the form a small
with dimensions of
1 inch by 11/2 inches by 4 1/2 inches (or 2.5 cm 3.8 cm by
11.4 cm), and fits comfortably in the hand. It's powered by
a standard 9-volt transistor battery, weighs about 6 ounces
(170 gm) including that battery, and is activated by a
recessed thumb button on the side of the device. The operating life of the laser is specified at 100,000 hours continuous use; the life of the 9-volt battery depends on the batof course, but OTS suggests that a typical battery
should last about 5 hours under continuous use in its
pointer, or about three months under normal intennittent
use.
The Point is available in two CDRH classifications:
Class II and Class IlIa (which refer to public safety standards set in the U.S.), and in a variety of
outputs
from 0.25 milliWatts to 4 milliWaUs, which can be set at
the factory to the users desire. We experimented with a 2
m W version in our planetarium and found it to be a bit
bright for our 40-foot dome and Digistar starfield. But the
VVJLI.H''''A
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Acoustic AS'tto:nOltllV
Planetarians
aware of how """"lI-,...nv.. "" ........ ~.
audio cassette I've ..ar'''''....''''....i
insight.

album caned Music from the Galaxies, by Italian astrm)h"SImtlSllClan Dr. Fiorella
distributed
14 East Fourth
New
995-7800. Dr. Terenzi ....................."''1.4
emissions from
UGC 6697 in
turned the data in
and
into sounds
were used in the creation of
selections. The result is what Dr. Terenzi
"acoustic

~plternlt>er

1991

ualr,aX1.Je:s is
in C01npaCt
was
in the material I received. For a cost
tion or more int~[)rnn.at]lon
tact Island Records

Stuff

For information
exhibit reservation
400
D.C. 20024
or
you
wish to contact
at the above address and

and the width between the two rows of
While these width differences are
can lead to the PO!:;SltlUlmask
original
m1:5alllgnments can be avoided by
for
hole

Have a
new?

pl€~asclnt

auturnn,

ety of orientations.

Illustrations ron •• ri,,,-,,'"

Certificate provided
NESTA
National Earth

I

items from
do not have to be an editor of a
newsletter to send me "stuff." If your planetari1um
that
be of interest to
means, send it to me at the above address and I'll
the next issue.
the next issue of 1.1'0...... "" ...' ....
The deadline
October
1991. Please
.... JO. .. ..,. .........

auditorium and
Planetarium is a refurbished ZKP-l
ter dome with a
120 perSOI11S.
OF PLANETARIUMS

ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH-SPEAKING PLANETARIVMS

No
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS

No report. Agnes Acker, representative.
OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM AS

The new director of the AHa Cultural Center
Planetarium in Monterrey, Mexico is Jose Emilio Amores.
Jose has extensive background in management and museum experience. The former director, Alfonso Martinez
resigned after being promoted to develop other
functions in the Grupo AHa Industrial
Consortium. The resignation of Jose also meant that he
resigned the position as President of AMP AC. AMP AC
Vice-President, Fernando Oviedo Tovar has assumed the
duties of President.
The next AMP AC conference will be at the Anton
Lizardo Naval Academy in Puerto Anton Lizardo, State of
Veracruz. The dates of the meeting have been changed
form those that were published in the last issue of Regional
7th to 10th.
Roundup. The new meeting dates are
The Great Eclipse of July 11 th
the Mexican
Planetarium
extremely
All
members participated by presenting numerous public programs dealing with the nature of the eclipse for several
weeks prior to the event. The members were also actively

LhambeJ~tailnl

was placed on the
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Planetarium

that election were Inc:olllpl,ete at the time of pub1i~cat]lOn of
this issue.
The Shiras Planetarium in Ma.rOllette. NUCt1ugaln "''''V'~1r\Hu
installed a :,,)K"-:,,)1c.an

11 th event.

in San Francisco shut down
the n ...r\1.or-tn ...
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No

Terry

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
(MAPS)
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
The new officers of the Middle Atlantic Planetarium
are: Steven Mitch, President (Benedum Natural
Science
WV); Tom Stee, Past-President
(Central Bucks East H.S. Planetarium, Buckingham, P A);
Joyce Towne, President-Elect (Fels Planetarium,
Philadelphia, P A); Sam Storch, Secretary (H.P. Hubble
Planetarium, Brooklyn, NY); and Steven L. J. Russo,
Treasurer
Cayuga Atmospherium-Planetarium,
Poplar
NY).
Plans for the 1992 MAPS conference in Pittsburgh, P A
are
underway
May 1-4. The new Carnegie
and
Buh! Jr. Planetarium are schedScience
uled for an
opening and will be in fun operations for the 1992 C01:Uereillce.
NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No

Lars Broman, ret:)re~5enltatlve

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM

C1o..J1'iJ""-" .... ........,......

The Lane Educational Service District Planetarium in

The Planetarium Association
Canada win
biennial
....,.... ,.....,OJ'..... 3 to 6, 1991
Ontario, hosted
MCLal1gtliln Planetarium.
ference will focus on the future of ""'I", ...... .o.~...;,., ....... c
ic, educational and entertainment centers as we am)ro,ach
the 21st
A video
McLaughlin's innovative
the usual
... "." .. I.r,"hr' .....c
will cornplete

--esl e
IIiIII

e

J

S

John C. Pogue
1410 Paris Drive
Texas 75050
LM.L,!.L .......

a
sometimes unintlentiorlaH
tion about celestial ...,"'.-... "'.
the information more . . "' . .,""•. ,,11·.. eXl)la:ine~d
"expert" source. I had to reS1DOllid rrin<,ro... ll·u
newspaper reporter and a nhotclQ"r,anI1er
dance at the planetarium
That pVlf"ninp"
home I personally heard an anchor on a network ne"'lN~'a~t
say we would not see another solar ecUDse
States
twenty-six
changer to another n.od~·"'71,"\"V
report there would not be another
year 2035.
scene, a Dallas television
this
because

For those of us in the contiguous United States who
stayed at home during the solar eclipse of July II, 1991, the
lack of real understanding of celestial phenomenon by the
news media hit home again.
I had, in the early afternoon of that day in near 100
degree Texas heat, shepherded about eighty or ninety patrons around a courtyard strewn with tele!For those of us in tlie contiguous
scopes projecting
solar images, children
stayea at home auring the
constructing pinhole
1991, the Cacl(of rea{ unaerstanaing
projection boxes, a
very cooperative live
nomenon by the news meaia hit
oak tree casting hundreds of crescent
solar images in its shade, and a small discarded Spitz plan- . . . . ", .............. ,... that what one sees is
observer is located on
et mirror mounted on a tripod projecting a six-inch image where
have
interviewed
a
n.' ..."' ...... .o.r1I
of the sun on white butcher paper taped to a shaded wall
astronomical
matters:
a
prc)tes.sional
astroflOn:ler ast:rOl:lOsome thirty feet away. Together we observed the premy
association
mE~mloer
dictable 52% obscured solar image visible at our remote
distance from the path of totality, interrupted occasionally tor.
It is what halDn(~nS
to apologize to drop-ins, "Sorry, we do not have any more
and
the . . ""'...,"'................
of the 'solar sunshades' to sell."
In a planetarium demonstration prior to the outside
observing session, I gave demonstrations dutifully illustrated with slides explaining the reasons for eclipses, both
solar and lunar. I closed the presentation with overhead
transparencies made from Fred Espenak's FIFTY YEAR
CANON OF SOLAR ECUPSES: 1986 to 2035-computer
generated world maps showing the paths of future total, total
partial, and annular eclipses. I like to use them in my 2017. The next total ~\...!.l.v.:tt::
2024."
astronomy class, too, because it lends a local touch.
The central line of the May 10, 1994 annular eclipse
passes through the Texas panhandle, just south of
Amarillo. A computer printout of a calculation made with
Zephyr Services' Eclipse Master shows that the Dallas-Fort
Worth area will observe almost 83% of the sun's surface
blocked from view, while Amarillo win have 87% coverage
at annularity. If someone does not ask if a total solar
eclipse win someday be visible in our area, I tease them
with a statement such as, "Let's all gather again to watch
the total solar eclipse that win pass right through Grand
Prairie ... on April 8, 2024!"
After disclosing the local visibility of the 1994 annular
eclipse, a woman revealed, liOn a radio newscast this
morning, I heard that there will not be another eclipse for
300 years!"
I
with a
that "'£>....'n ...~·n ......
20, No.3, September, 1991
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IV....... ,.,,,..

coverage?
Let the local press know that you, and possibly several
other planetarians, are in the immediate area and available
for information. The past media fiasco in my area prompted me to send out a follow-up news release to all local
newspaper and broadcast media about the impending
May 10, 1994 eclipse (83%), February 26, 1998 (6%), and
December 25, 2000 (23%) partial solar eclipses that can be
seen in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex area. (I had sent a
news release about the July 11 eclipse only to my local
paper.) An accompanying cover letter (on IPS letterhead)
listed the eleven planetariums in Dallas and Tarrant counties and the directors, addresses and telephone numbers.
Don't wait for them to contact you. Send out a news
release well in advance of the event so that there will be
time for questions and explanations before the flurry of
activity during the event.
Do the above on a periodic basis, letting them know
who you are and how to contact you. Small newspapers
such as in my community change reporters quite frequently, and the new kid on the beat is most often assigned the
schools and community organization events.
If you are acquainted with the reporter, ask to see a
copy of the article before it is printed and politely offer to
check it for accuracy-especiaUy any statements credited
to you.

(Regional, continued from page 52)
million visitors.
The H.R. McMillan Planetarium in Vancouver, British
Columbia has undergone some staff changes. Ken HewittWhite is the new Director of Programming and Technical
Services. John Dickenson is the new Director. Plans are
underway to look to much greater changes in the planetarium in the future.
During 1990, the Edmonton Space & Science Center
underwent many staff changes and everything is more settled this year. The Edmonton Space Sciences Foundation is
now launching a major fund-raising program which will
allow a major expansion of the Center.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(RMPA)
Jim Manning, Director of the Taylor Planetarium at the
Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana, has been
elected as the new President of RMPA. Mickey Schmidt is
now Past-President.
The next meeting of the Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association will be a joint meeting with the Pacific
Planetarium Association at the Taylor Planetarium at the
Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana September
25-29, 1991. The host for the upcoming conference is Jim
Manning. For additional information, contact Jim at:
54

Be ready (or as ready as possible)

next.0 " "How-oJ,/4...en .. "" and
il

tions. I know I am sometimes ..........1"-0 .....
someone asks me, "How often
"When will we see this again?"
realize that specific conditional reQlul1rerrlents
sidered to arrive at such a pre~lc:tlOln.
They ask: 'When will
again?" -referring to the June
they mean: When: will those SDE!CltllC three Vlalnets
Jupiter, and Venus) again appear that close to{:~et.l~er
Closer together? Almost as close?
win
planets appear close together?
planets appear dose together; five v ...... a .......,"".
ties are limitless, but news
ty, don't they? It really disappoints
there are at least two solar eclipses
where on earth every year!
Perhaps someone should compile a reference
when-wilL,? and how-often-will... ? or 7lJn.j~n-·'I'lJW!-rn.:p.-n.p.xr.
possibilities so we could just
instantly gratify those with ob~5es:sivle-c'Orrmtllsi
making mind-sets.
Any volunteers?
0

Taylor Planetarium, Museum of
State University, Bozeman, MT 59717.

Montana

SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
The Southeast l'lalne~tal'iulm Association held
conference in Atlanta, __
11-15.
over 100
time was
delegates attended the
had by
The IPS Executive _ v '...... a....u l\Ilee~tmlg was
ately following the conference.
Next year's SEPA conference
South Carolina, from June 9-13.
has
The Bishop
in
recently completed a
renovation.
SEPA members were saddened
H ... "
long-time member Isadore Inman,
Martin Parish Science Center. He will be O'1"g:~::atl'T
.J& _ , - -

'fI'Osf'''''....

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(SWAP)
The 1991 SWAP conference will
29 at the Don Harrington Discovery Center Planetarium in
Amarillo, Texas. For more information
ence, contact: Steven Zavalney, Don Harnll.lglton Di~;cove]"V
Center Planetarium, 1200 Steit
or call (806) 355-9547 ext.13.

Georgia Neff, Planetarium
Lakeview Museum
1125 W. Lake Ave .
Peoria, Illinois 61614
H 1.'Y
We're back again here with Kodalith Korner. You
haven't seen us for a couple of issues due to the vagaries of
page limitations, and material has been deferred for later
use. Please have patience if material you submit is not
published for several issues.
This month we are delighted to begin with artwork
from Youngstown State University, Ohio, where Richard
Pirko sends us the cartoons about which he says,
1. FIXING THE H.S.T. A 1993 repair mission to the
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new palck~lge cOfltainiIllg
bit
2. HEAVY STUFF. Dissolve seQlueltl.Ce with matchlmalrks.
When discussing the nIP>1ru::.U....r
that IIA tablespoon of IHd.[t;!H."U
weigh over 100 billion tons!"
Bob Barko, Jr. of Youngstown Unive:rsitv
From Laura Kyro at
::,cllen(~e
received computer art COlmp1arllng
Hale (Palomar) telescopes.
And Alan Davenport, Planetarium Director
University of Maine, writes: "We drew
our children's show, Night
I am """"',..,,"'...... . .,.
Kodalith Comer."
Finally, we have
sea gulls we used in a prC)jector
ror ball, filling the
Zielinski, a part-time
To these planetarians and
Hon and thanks. The staff at our
spoonful of neutron star ........' .................
popular school shows. l"ernat)S
equally
(Now here's
have some
black
with your
in a future issue.

+

+

+
+

+
KECK

PALOMAR

•
i

16.7 ft.
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(Opening

Event 4. Simultaneous star ........ '..4-'L"'.
Yorktown jja1nH~tH~la

near the North Carolina k"",.. rtr,..,.
the
so slide Drf"~r\ta-

"V\.JI.lJl.":::U

Hons were given insteajd.
Event 5. Extra v .... a.n.u........ for our
shows and solar telc~scOPllC
Day weekend.
This whole series of events went so wen and
response was so enthusiastic that the station is interested
in helping us hold and pUIJllClze
ing events in the future.
Battlefield was somewhat ...,'"" ..... _.... ~~~.r""1
special liability insurance, for one
use our own observatory' s .. a~.lIJ.l
about this aspect of star
in a later column.
agreed-on strategy is to wait for "'''t·~r...... n~..... 'Y
grams (NOV A episodes, etc.) so that we can
0
episodes as a hook for the event.
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Overheard:

Jane's
Corner

Planetarians Keith Johnson, Adam r...rlemers
Dana Evans of Fleishmann Planetarium in
Nevada would like to see classification of school
shows as to grade level. As they say,
show
intended for third graders would not be ...
ate for a high school class (the older "' .....
would likely fail to understand some of the concepts)." To help out, they have devised the
Grade-Level Specs, based on the familiar
species scheme: 1st grade: Alpha urchae vianetlanl.lS
2nd grade: Beta urchae planetarius, etc.
than the alpha group are kindergarten: micro
tarius and pre-K: nano urchae planetarius. Older students are
Beta
Freshman: Alpha hoodlii planetarius,
planetarius, etc. The transition stage h~ir'A7&¥lIn
hoodlii, commonly termed junior high, is given the name
proto-hoodlii. A 7th grader would be Alpha nrnlUhrwnam
etarius. [Good work, JKE! Something we've needed
long time, I think].
VI,., .. ""V .. ..

'Y ......... '"

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
UI was 7 years old when I went to the library of our
town for the first time. There I saw some books about
astronomy, the planets and astronautics. I had a quick
glance into these books, and they were so interesting that I
checked out many of these books very often.
Two years later I got my first astronomy book. It was a
book about the moon, written by the director of the
Hamburg Planetarium (Germany), Dr. Erich Obelacker.
My next books were about stars and planets, astronautics
and the sun. After that, I also bought professional books.
They were quite complicated and I didn't understand very
much, but that didn't matter. When I was in the 4th class,
in 1985, we made a project about astronomy at school. I
was the only one who knew a lot about it. I wrote several
pages, for example, about the comet Halley. For the first
time in my life I went to a planetarium, together with my
class to the Stuttgart Planetarium into a show for pupils. I
knew very well that the diameter of the earth is 12757 km.,
and therefore I was really terrified when I heard the man
there saying that the diameter of the earth is 12000 km!
After the show I went to him and said to him that it was
wrong, that the diameter of the earth is not just 12000 km.
And when I went away, I said to myself: 'It's important to
be exact ... '. He heard it and smiled." The above is from a
letter to The Planetarian entitled "My Hobby: the
Planetarium" written by 16-year old Andreas Scholl,
Geislinger Str. 39, W-7250 Leonberg-Ezach, Germany.
I've never met Andreas Scholl, but I feel like I have, sort
of. I know people like him, youngsters (usually) who have
shown up at my planetarium and then couldn't stay away.
They're not Ugroupies" exactly ... they just love planetariums. Andreas does: he has collected information from 170
planetariums all over the world! He would like to receive
information from anyone who hasn't sent him any yet.
As he said, in the seven years since I discovered planetariums], I went more than 50 times to a planetarium. It
doesn't matter to me if a planetarium is very large or very
small, the main thing for me is to have seen it all!"
II
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Kei th also puzzled over an ad for Fleischmann
Planetarium which appeared in the Yellow Pages advertising a "4-foot gray whale"! Someone on the staff su~;g€~ste~d
that information might be garbled if phoned in
they realized that it was the US-foot gravity
inverted funnel down which you roll coins), a new exhibit.
Fran Biddy, Planetarian from Strasenburgh in 1{OChE~stE~r
New York, glows in the dark. Really! At least that
impression of a 4-year old who saw the soft red
the reading light shining upward on Fran during
Bob Riddle, Planetarian from Kansas City,
did a
demonstration at the National Science Teachers
Convention in Houston, Texas in March of 1991. He
flipped on the switch of the light bulb he was
to be
the sun; nothing happened. Being the ultimate plametarlan
he recovered with "this is what happens to some stars." 0

(Scriptorium, continued from

47)

A dark room, a comfortable chair, soft music, and a single, droning voice all combine to ensure a comfortable
in the planetarium. If this scenario sounds familiar,
haps it is time to consider experimenting with a new
approach to planetarium scripts: storytelling!
Editor.

Storytelling and Plot will be the subject of the second
part of this discussion in an up-coming issue. If
would
ideas
like to join us in this discussion, please send
0
along as soon as possible.
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Seeing is Believing.

If you've watched this space in the past
few issues you've seen our advertisement depicting one of the beautiful
David Malin deep space images (the
Eagle Nebula, M-l 6) which Sky-Skan
now offers as 6-frame All-Sky sets.

caused by a star projector that isn't on an
elevator. We've made up a stack of c%r
prints, shot with a fish-eye lens directly
off the dome. They're suitable for framing, or for inclusion in a funding proposal if you don't have an all-sky system.

We thought you'd like to see what the
same image looks like on the dome,
and how insignificant is the shadowing

The picture ;s remarkable. One look will
make you a believer. Call or write and
we'll send you one.

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. 1603) 880-8500, FAX 1603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-629 0538, FAX 071-734 4166
Planetarium: Castellon, Spain.
Eagle Nebula image is copyrighted and used with permission from the Anglo-Australian Telescope Board.

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

